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ANALYSISAND TESTING OF HIGH ENTRAINMENT
SINGLE-NOZZLE JET PUMPSWITH VARIABLE-AREA MIXING TUBES
By Kenneth E. Hickman, Philip G. Hill, and Gerald B. Gilbert
SUMMARY
The use of jet pumps is of increasing interest for boundarylayer con-
trol or control force augmentationin V/STOL aircraft. In typical applications, a
small mass flow of primary air at pressures up to 400psia can be usedto entrain
a much larger mass flow of secondary air at ambient conditions. The primary
nozzle flow is supersonic while the secondary flow is subsonic. The jet pump
system design objectives may be maximum entrainment, maximum thrust aug-
mentation, or some combination of the two. Little information is available in the
literature to guide the designer of jet pumps for such applications.
In this investigation, an analytical model was developedto predict the
performance characteristics of axisymmetric single-nozzle jet pumps with variable
area mixing tubes. The primary flow may be subsonic o1"supersonic. In the region
upstream of the section where the central jet reaches the wall, the analysis is based
uponthe hypothesis that the mixing phenomenonis fundamentally similar to the
mixing of a free turbulent jet with the surrounding fluid. The eddy viscosity values
used in the analysis are adjusted to allow for the effect of the duct walls on the
mixing process. Integral techniques are employed in a computer program to solve
the continuity, momentum, and energy equations to determine the variation of flow
properties along the mixing tube. Wall boundary layer effects are included in the
analysis.
Downstream of the section where the jet reaches the wall, the velocity
profile is assumedto approach asymptotically the profile for fully developedturbulent
flow in a pipe. Viscous forces are present throughout the flow so no distinct boundary
layer analysis is employed. The eddy viscosity is assumedto approach the fully-
developedflow value asymptotically. Wall friction forces are calculated from the
fully-developed pipe flow friction coefficient. Integral techniques are employed as
before to determine the variation of flow properties along the mixing tube.
An experimental program was conductedto measure mixing tube wall
static pressure variations, velocity profiles, andtemperature profiles in a variable
area mixing tube with a supersonic (M = 2.72) primary jet. Static pressure varia-
tions were measured at four different secondary flow rates. These test results
were used to evaluate the analytical model.
The analytical model yields good predictions of wall static pressure
distributions, velocity profiles, and temperature profiles along the mixing tube.
Therefore, the analysis is believed to be ready for use to relate jet pump perfor-
mance characteristics to mixing tube design.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
i. i Background
A number of STOL aircraft boundary layer control systems now under
consideration employ jet pumps to entrain large flows of secondary air and direct
them over deflected flaps to achieve lift augmentation. Some proposed VTOL air-
craft systems also employ jet pumps for direct lift or control force augmentation.
The primary, high-pressure flow for the jet pumps can be provided either by bleed
from main engine compressors or by an auxiliary power unit.
The use of jet pumps as primary components of V/STOL aircraft
systems makes necessary the development of new design techniques for these
devices. In aircraft applications, it is essential to be able to minimize the size
of jet pumps for particular primary and secondary flow conditions. Jet pumps
for boundary layer control systems generally must have high entrainment ratios--
the secondary flow often must be over 10 times larger than the primary flow--but
pressure rises of only a few psf are needed. The primary flow may be highly
supersonic. Thus, design procedures which have been developed in the pastfor
the more conventional low-entrainment, high-pressure rise industrial jet pumps
are not suitable for V/STOL aircraft jet pump design.
1.2 Previous Work
In an earlier program, Dynatech R/D Company carried out an analy-
tical and experimental investigation of high-entrainment ratio air-to-air jet pumps
for the Ames Research Center of NASA (reference 1). This investigation was
limited to jet pumps with constant-diameter mixing tubes. An analytical pro-
cedure and a computer program were developed to predict the performance of
such a jet pump over a range of operating conditions. The accuracy of the analysis
was confirmed by comparing predicted performance to test results for a number
of multiple-nozzle jet pump configurations at different primary flow pressure and
temperature levels. Procedures were demonstrated for matching a jet pump to
its duct system for maximum entrainment or thrust augmentation.
The selection of the constant-diameter mixing tube configuration allowed
considerable simplification of the analysis, design, and construction of the jet pump.
However, it is unlikely that constant-area jet pumps give the best performance for
all applications. Almost no information is available to indicate the extent of per-
formance improvements which can be achievedwith other mixing tube configurations.
A method for predicting the flow behavior in jet pumpswith arbitrary
mixing tube shapesand incompressible flows was reported by P.G. Hill (reference
2). The method is baseduponthe hypothesis that the mixing phenomenonin a jet
pump has a fundamental similarity to the mixing of a free turbulent jet with the
surrounding fluid. Therefore, as in a free jet, the turbulent Reynolds number--
ReT jet velocity_ x duct radiuseddy viscosity
--will remain constant with distance as mixing occurs. This is a rather gross
simplifying assumption but the resulting flow predictions are good. Static pres-
sure variations and velocity profiles computed on this basis agreed well with test
data for Helmbold's converging-diverging mixing tube. Once the static pressure
distribution is known, the jet pump performance can be predicted without further
difficulty.
The analytical methods of reference 2 are limited in application to in-
compressible flow in axisymmetric jet pumps having a single primary jet. These
analytical methods must be modified to include compressible flow effects if the
methods are to be usefu_ for the designer of V/STOL aircraft jet pump systems.
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1.3 Objectives of This Investigation
The specific objectives of this investigation are as follows:
to develop an analytical procedure for predicting
the performance of high-entrainment-ratio com-
pressible flow jet pumps with arbitrary mixing
tube geometry.
to obtain test results with jet pumps having
variable-area mixing tubes so that the analytical
methods can be checked.
The analytical procedure is formulated to allow prediction of the per-
formance of a particular jet pump nozzle and mixing tube combination over a range
of primary and secondary flow conditions. To select the best jet pump design for
a particular application, the analysis can be used to predict the performance for
a number of different mixing tube shapes. Comparison of the performance char-
acteristics will show which geometry is best. The off-design performance of the
jet pump can be determined by using the same analytical procedures.
5
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SYMBOLS
A
b
.Cf
Cw
"E
fo
f2 (7)
go
g2 (77)
gg (T/)
H
k
KL
m
ns
P
P
Po2
R
Ro
Rg
area, ft 2
diameter of jet at which U = U o + Uj ft
2 '
wall friction coefficient
nozzle flow coefficient
dimensionless eddy viscosity - UR
free jet profile value = fo (_?); equation (1)
velocity profile at the end of Part 1, equation (7)
dimensional constant = 32.2, lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2
auxilary velocity profile, equation (7)
velocity profile for fully-developed flow in a pipe
boundary layer shape factor
specific heat ratio
suction duct loss coefficient
entrainment ratio = Wo/W 1
number of equal-radial-increment annuli used in integral
analyses, equation (36)
static pressure, lbf/ft 2
stagnation pressure, lbf/ft 2
secondary flow stagnation pressure after correction
for suction duct losses, lbf/ft 2
tube radius, ft
radius at nozzle exit section, ft
gas constant x go, ft2/sec2-° R
Re m
ReT
R@
Soo, $20
To
Toj
Too
AT o
T
U
U c
vj
Ujo
Vjoo
Uo
Ur
V(J)
Wo
Wl
W(J,K)
x
Xcore
Reynolds number based on mean veloci_; equation (50)
turbulent Reynolds number
momentum thickness Reynolds number
parameters defined by equations (29) and (30)
stagnation temperature at any radius in mixing zone, ° R
relative stagnation temperature at centerline of jet, ° R
stagnation temperature of flow adjacent to the duct, ° R
difference between stagnation temperature at any radius
in the jet and the stagnation temperature of the surrounding
flow, ° R
temperature ratio = Toj/Too
velocity, ft/sec
velocity at centerline of jet, ft/sec
velocity at centerline of jet relative to U o, ft/sec
relative velocity at centerline of jet at end of transition
section, ft/sec
relative velocity at centerline of jet at beginning of transition
section, ft/sec
velocity of outer stream, ft/sec
velocity ratio for transition zone = Ujo/Ujo o
terms in equation (37)
mass flow rate, secondary flow, lbm/sec
mass flow rate, primary flow, lbm/sec
coefficient matrix; equation (37)
axial position along mixing tube, ft
length of the transition zone, ft
YY(K)
6
6*
E
P
T
radius, ft
derivatives in equation (37)
velocity profile shape parameter
width of shear layer, ft
boundary layer displacement thickness, ft
eddy kinematic viscosity, ft2/sec
dimensionless radius = y/6 or y/R
boundary layer momentum thickness, ft
velocity ratio Uo/U j
density, lbm/ft 3
shear stress, lbf/ft 2
kinematic viscosity, ft 2/sec
Subscripts
OO
1
C or e
eff
m
noz
SD
value at top-hat section
primary flow
dimension at end of transition zone
effective radius or area of mixing tube
value at mean area of transition zone
primary nozzle exit area
suction duct upstream of mixing tube
Section 3
ANALYSIS
3.1 Purpose
The purpose of the analysis developed in this section is to predict the
performance characteristics of compressible flow jet pumps with variable-area
mixing tubes. The jet pumps may have supersonic or subsonic primary flow
issuing from a single nozzle located along the axis of an axisymmetric cylindrical
mixing tube. The secondary flow and the mixed flow downstream must remain
subsonic. The primary and secondary flows are taken to be the same perfect gas.
A particular objective of the analysis is to predict the variation in
static pressure along the length of the mixing tube. Knowledge of this pressure
variation allows calculation of the thrust augmentation of the jet pump, an es-
sential parameter for jet pump application studies.
3.2 General Description of the Analytical Model
The analysis is based upon the incompressible flow jet pump analytical
model developed by Dr. P.G. Hill (reference 2). This analytical model, with its
associated computer program, was modified in the present study to account for
compressible flow effects. The formulation of the analytical model is described
in this section. The computer program which is based upon the compressible
flow model is described in Appendix B of this report.
The following initial assumptions are made for the analysis:
.
1
The primary and secondary flows are the same
perfect gas.
No heat is transferred across the wall of the
jet pump.
-- L
.
The jet pump consists of an axisymmetric, cylindrical,
variable-area mixing tube with a singl_ primary nozzle
located along the axis.
. The primary and secondary flow conditions and the
nozzle geometry are assumed to be such that no
normal shocks or moisture condensation shocks
occur in the primary flow.
. The secondary flow and the combined flows after
mixing are assumed to remain subsonic throughout
the mixing tube.
. The velocity of the primary jet at the nozzle exit is
greater than the velocity of the secondary flow.
.
The static pressure is constant across any section
perpendicular to the axis of the jet pump.
Dr. Hill's analysis identifies three distinct flow regimes in a jet pump.
These regimes are shown in figure 1; they may be described as follows:
- A region in which the jet is approximately self-
preserving and is immersed in a potential outer stream which
may be accelerating or decelerating, depending on the shape
of the duct and the rate of entrainment of mass into the jet.
Recirculation Zone - A possible region in which recirculation occurs,
following a deceleration of the outer stream. At the beginning
of this zone the "edge" of the jet has not yet diffused to the wall
and the secondary fluid recirculates through the jet. The pres-
sure gradient is generally observed to be negligible in this zone.
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Part 2 - The region downstream of the point (fairly distinct
in many cases) at which the jet attaches to the wall. An adverse
pressure gradient is generally established but the relatively high
shearing forces near the wall tend to accelerate the fluid against
the pressure gradient. If there is a zone of recirculation, it is
terminated in a short axial distance by these high shearing forces.
In addition to these three regions, there is a relatively short transition
zone betweenthe nozzle exit and the section at which a subsequentlyself-preserving
velocity profile is attained.
by
where
In Part (1) the jet velocity profile can be approximated well
V
U =
O
Uj =
X ----
y =
5 =
U-U
O
V_ ]
velocity at radius y
outer stream velocity
jet relative velocity at centerline
axial position along mixing tube
radius
width of shear layer (see sketch)
lAo
S
Velocity Profile at Station x
11
The functional relationship fo (y/5) is determined quantitatively from
velocity profiles measured in axisymmetric jets discharging into free space.
fo(_?) = 1.0004- 0.01757 - 8°38217 2 + 16°5806_ 3
_12.7877rl4 + 3.608_5 (2)
where 77 = y/5 (Part 1)
The same relationship holds in the recirculation zone but the axial pressure gradient
in this region is assumed to be zero.
The relationship above is used to describe the velocity profile at a parti-
cular axial station in Part 1 of the mixing tube flow. The continuity, momentum,
moment-of-momentum, energy, and boundary layer equations are used to determine
the changes in Uj, Uo, _t, temperature, and pressure which occur from station to
station along the mixing tube. To solve these equations, the temperature profile
must be known so that the density variations across the section can be determined.
Following Abramovich (reference 3), the stagnation temperature profile is taken to
be the square-root of the velocity profile.
where T =
o
Too =
W °
oJ
T - T
0 OO
W °
oj
stagnation temperature at
any radius in the mixing zone
stagnation temperature of sur-
rounding secondary flow
relative stagnation temperature at
center of jet
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The solution of the moment-of-momentum equation requires shear
stress values to be knownas a function of radius. These values are obtainedas
follows :
_-= ep aU/Oy (4)
where _"= shear stress
c = eddy kinematic viscosity,
p = density
The value of the turbulent Reynolds number is assumed to remain constant across
the flow at any axial station in Part 1. This allows calculation of the eddy viscosity
from the following equation:
c = UjS/Re T (5)
where Re T = turbulent Reynolds number
At the beginning of Part 1, the jet mixing process is not significantly affected by
the presence of the mixing tube walls. Therefore, the value ReTF = 147, from
incompressible free jet mixing tests, can be used. Further downstream in Part 1,
as the jet approaches the wails, the mixing process is altered from a free jet to a
free wake type of mixing. The change in the mixing process is accounted for by
using the following equation to determine the eddy viscosity at any station in Part 1:
Re TF 5 (1-e -1.1 (6)
U o
where X =
uj
Boundary layer growth must be taken into account in order to predict
wall static pressure variations with accuracy. Boundary layer displacement
thickness variations are obtained in the analysis by using the methods of Moses
(reference 4). The equations used are described in Section 3.4 in this report.
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In Part 2, the jet has reached the wall. The free jet mixing velocity
profile is no longer appropriate. Instead, the velocity profile is assumed to follow
the relationship:
U/Uc = f2 (v/) +'y g2 (_) (7)
where Uc = jet velocity at centerline
f2 (_1) = velocity profile at the end of Part 1
= y/R
R = mixing tube radius at the axial position considered
7 = T (x) adjustable shape parameter
g2 (7) = auxilary velocity profile
At the beginning of Part 2, 3/ is set equal to zero and the velocity profile matches
the velocity profile at the end of Part 1. The auxilary profile g2 (77) is chosen so
that, as y approaches 1.0, the U/U c velocity profile approaches the profile for
fully-developed flow in a pipe.
g2 (r/) = gg(_) - f2 (t/) (8)
where gg(V) = velocity profile for fully-developed flow in a pipe
No boundary layer calculations are made in Part 2.
present throughout the flow so no distinct boundary layer exists.
are calculated from turbulent pipe flow correlations.
Viscous forces are
Wall friction forces
The continuity, momentum, moment-of-momentum, and energy equations
are used to determine the changes in U c, 3', temperature, and pressure which occur
with distance along the mixing tube in Part 2. The solution of the moment-of-
momentum equation requires determination of the eddy viscosity as a function of
radius and axial position. Because the flow in Part 2 becomes asymptotic to fully-
developed pipe flow, the eddy viscosity must be asymptotic to the fully-developed
flow value.
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_"/T wall = y/R = _? as y (x) approaches 1.0
1 Cfd
E2f =_ -_-
Orl gg (rl)
(9)
(10)
where E2f = c2f/UcR = dimensionless eddy viscosity distribution
E2f =
Cfd =
eddy kinematic viscosity for fully-developed pipe flow
T wall = wall friction coefficient
1
P Uc 2
An arbitrary function is used to make the eddy viscosity distribution in Part 2 con-
tinuous with that at the end of Part 1.
E2 = E 1 (1- y 2) + 72E2f (11)
where E 1 = dimensionless eddy viscosity at the end of Part 1
calculated from equation (6)
The paragraphs above have described the basic approaches used for the
analysis of flow behavior in the variable-area compressible flow jet pump. The
fundamental assumptions for the analysis have been identified. The sections which
follow present the sets of equations which must be solved in each of the three regions
of the flow; the transition zone, the region upstream of jet attachment to the wall
(Part 1), and the region downstream of the point of attachment (Part 2).
3.3 Transition Zone Analysis
The transition zone begins at the primary nozzle exit plane ar/d has a
length of approximately 20 jet nozzle diameters. At the nozzle exit plane, the
static pressure in the supersonic primary flow may be different from the static
pressure in the surrounding secondary flow. We assume that before mixing of
the two flows begins, the primary jet expands or contracts isentropically until
its static pressure matches that of the secondary flow. At the station where this
accommodation is complete, the velocity profile is assumed to resemble a "top-
hat" as shown in figure 2. Then mixing of the primary and secondary flows begins.
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The transition zone continues downstreamto the section where the potential core
in the jet ends. At this point, the fo (y/5) profile has been attained and the stagnation
pressure at the center of the jet begins to fall because of mixing with the secondary
flow.
The flow conditions at the end of the transition zone are determined
by solving three simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations which are developed
from the continuity and momentum equations written for the transition zone as a
control volume, and from the condition that the stagnation pressure remains con-
stant along the centerline of the primary jet.
The length of the transition zone is measured from the primary nozzle
exit section to the point where the fo (Y/5) profile is attained. This length is
designated as Xcore and must be specified as input data for the analysis. For in-
compressible flow, equation (12} may be used (reference 3).
where
Xcore 4.08 60 (1 + Uoo
= UJ oo ) (12)
5 o = radius of primary jet at top-hat section
Uoo = secondary flow velocity at top-hat section
Ujo o = primary jet relative velocity
For compressible flow with a supersonic primary jet, the value of Xcore will
depend on whether the jet is under- or over-expanded as it leaves the nozzle. A
suitable replacement for equation (12) is not known to be available, so Xcore was
arbitrarily chosen to be equal to the mixing tube inlet diameter. This length is
equivalent to about 18 primary nozzle diameters.
The transition from the top-hat profile to the fo (y/6) profile is assumed
to occur in a control volume of essentially constant area. The effective mixing tube
radius at Xcore is calculated by taking the boundary layer thickness into account.
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Reff = Rcore - OH o (13)
where 0=0o + 0.001Xcore
Ref f = effective radius of mixing tube at Xcore
Rcore = radius of mixing tube at Xcore
0 = boundary layer momentum thickness at Xcore
0 o = inlet boundary layer momentum thickness
Ho = inlet boundary layer shape factor = 1.4 assumed
The flow area available for the secondary flow at the top-hat section is given by
equation (15).
Aef f = _R2eff - Ano z
where Aef f =
Ano z =
Anoz Aprimary flow
secondary flow area at top-hat section
area of primary nozzle exit section
(14)
(15)
The velocity of the secondary flow at the top-hat section is calculated from equation
(16).
Wo
- (16)U°° Po Aeff
where U
OO
W =
O
Po =
secondary flow velocity at top-hat section
mass flow rate of secondary flow
density of secondary flow
The value Of Po in equation (16)is the density corresponding to the local static pres-
sure and temperature. It is computed by an iterative process using the known values
of inlet stagnation pressure and temperature and the appropriate perfect gas relation-
ships. The same calculation yields the value of the local static pressure.
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follows :
The primary flow conditions at the top-hat section are calculated as
Pl
k
k-1
(17)
where T 1 =
Tol =
Pol =
Pl =
static temperature in primary flow at top-hat section
specified primary flow stagnation temperature
specified primary flow stagnation pressure
static pressure from secondary flow calculations
k - T1) (18)U 1 = 2 k-------1Rg(Tol
where U 1 = primary flow velocity at top-hat section
Ujo o = U 1 - Uoo (19)
where U. =joo
primary jet relative velocity
The flow conditions at the end of the transition zone are computed by
using the continuity and momentum relationships and the assumption that the stag-
nation pressure is unchanged at the center of the jet. The stagnation pressure of the
secondary flow outside the mixing region is assumed to remain constant during
transition. The stagnation temperature of the secondary flow outside the mixing
region, and the stagnation temperature at the center of the primary jet, are assumed
to remain constant.
The values of Uoo, Ujo o, Pl,Wo, and W 1 are known to begin the analysis
which determines the velocity profile at the end of the transition zone. The continuity,
momentum, and constant centerline pressure equations at the end of the zone may
be written as follows on the next page.
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Reff
f = + W 1 (20)Continuity: 2_ pUydy W °
O
Reff W1U 1 W U
Momentum: 2 pU2 ydy +(p-Po_Am=(Pl-Poo)Am + go + o oo (21)go go
O
Constant Stagnation Pressure Along Centerline: Pol
where A m = lrR2eff
= constant (22)
The velocity profile at the end of the transition zone is given by equations (1) and
(2). The temperature profile is given by equation (3).
To permit equations (20), (21), and (22) to be solved simultaneously
using standard computer subroutines, these equations were rewritten in terms of
the following dependent parameters:
Ujo
Ur = U joo (23)
_. = Uo (24)
Ujo
6 _ 5 (25)
R eft _//Am_ I
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The continuity, momentum, and constant centerline stagnation pressure
equations in final form are as foll_s:
Continuity:
Wo + W1
= (26)
Let Cmass 7rR2ef f PooUj oo
It can be shown that
Cmas s - P--- IUr (1_) 2 (Z1-S20) + UrS20]
P OO
where k
k-1
- (I- SooU_X 2)__R
P oo
Soo - 2
k- 1 U2joo
kR T
g oo
(27)
(28)
(29)
X
$20- 1- S U 2 Xz
oo r
1
(X + fo) 2_?d_
Zl = 1 + T. fol/2_ Soo U2 (X + fo )2
0
(30)
(31)
T .
7- o_i_
T
OO
Momen_m:
Let C
mom
It can be shown that
C
mom
go(P-Poo ) A m+w 1 U 1 + W o
2
R2ff PooUjoo
U
O
(_ - I)
P
OO
RT
g oo
joo
- 2 XS20 ]+ U r
(32)
(33)
2O
where 1
Z2 =_
0
(X + fo )2 27/ d_
1 + "n-f 1/'2 S U 2(X+ fo )2
O OO r
(34)
Constant Stagnation Pressure:
1 - Soo U2r X2 = (pPol t k-k1
S°°T°° U 2 (1 + X)2 \ °°-APsD1-
To1 r
(35)
where APSD = suction duct losses (see section 4.2.3)
The Z integrals are evaluated by using the following summation:
ns N.
Zk- nl Z (D---_-)
s i k
i=1
277i
where n = number of summation strips, each of the same A_
S
Ni, D i are defined as follows:
(36)
Equation K Ni Di
1/2 Soo U2 (X + foi )2Continuity 1 )_ + foi 1 + _" foi -
Momentum 2 (X + foi )2 same
Equations (27), (33), and (35) are solved simultaneously to yield values of Ur, X,
and 5/R at the end of the transition zone. The value of the static pressure at the
end of the zone is then determined from equation (28).
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3.4 Flow Analysis Upstream of Jet Attachment
In Part 1, the zone between the end of the transition zone and the
section where the jet reaches the wall, seven variables are determined by in-
tegral techniques. These dependent variables are Uj, k = Uo/U j, 5, the static
pressure p, the relative stagnation temperature at the jet centerline Toj, the
boundary layer momentum thickness e, and the boundary layer shape factor H.
The values of these variables are obtained by solving seven simul-
taneous equations of the following general form:
Z W (J,K)
K= 1
x Y(K) = V(J) (37)
where W (J, K)
Y (K)
V(J)
= a coefficient matrix
= the derivatives of the dependent variables with
respect to.x/R o
= a set of terms not containing any of the dependent
variables, evaluated at the x/R o station of interest
22
The y(K) values are listed below:
Y(1) = Y (5)
\ TOO.
8H
Y(3) = Y(7) -
Y(4)
L_P__
O(Poo )
(38)
The J simultaneous equations used to evaluate these derivatives are as follows:
J = 1 : P = stagnation pressure in the flow outside the jet = constant
oo
2 : momentum equation for the complete flow
3 : continuity equation
4 : energy equation
5 : moment-of-momentum equation
6 : boundary layer momentum equation
7 : boundary layer moment-of-momentum equation
These equations and the W(J, K) coefficients are given in detail in Appendix A.
(39)
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The velocity profile for the jet in Part 1 is given by equations (1) and (2),
with the distribution function f taken from free jet data (reference 5). The jet
temperature profile is given by equation (3). In the jet (o -<r -<6) the shear is
obtained from equation (4)with the eddy viscosity given by equation (6).
Outside the jet (5 < y < R), wall shear forces are assumedto be
negligible in the momentum equation for the complete flow. Theboundary layer
momentum thickness @and the shapefactor H are calculated from the following
equations:
dO O d U ° Cf
_ + (2+H) U dx - 2
O
(4O)
EdH -H(H + 1)(H 2 - 1) 1 dUo H 2- 1 HCf 0.06 (H- 1}dx = 2 U° dx + --'-6--- 2 (H+3)R2.1 (41)
The friction coefficient in these equations is taken from the Ludwieg-Tillman
skin friction equation (reference 6):
Cf = 0.246Ro-0"26810-'678H (42)
where R(9 = Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
These equations are based on the assumption that the outer (potential) flow at
velocity Uo is incompressible, and use has been made of the relation between
the boundary layer and jet mixing parameters given in equation (43):
dU dU.
1 o _ 1 d_. + 1 __
Uo dx _. dx Uj dx
(43)
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The equations aboveallow the boundary layer developmentto be
calculated simultaneously with the main flow mixing. Thus, the boundary layer
displacement thickness is taken into accountwhen the momentum, continuity,
andenergy equations are integrated across the mixing tube cross section.
The sevenequations (39)are solved simultaneously to yield the values
of the derivatives (38). Then the derivatives are integrated using Runge-Kutta-
Merson techniques. This integration yields the desired values of Uj, Uo, 5, p,
Toj , O, and H at selected values of x/R ° along the mixing tube.
If a region of recirculation is present, the value of U° becomesnega-
tive. The developmentof an analysis for the flow behavior in a recirculation
zonewas not included in this investigation.
3.5 Flow Analysis Downstream of Jet Attachment (Part 2)
After the jet reaches the wall, the jet velocity profile is assumed to
follow the relationship given in equation (7). At the beginning of Part 2, the value
of the shape parameter y (x) is set equal to zero and the velocity profile is given
by f2 (_)- The functional relationship f2 is defined so as to be identical to the final
velocity distribution in Part 1.
fo (77) + _. fb_ (zT) (44)
f2 UT) = 1+ k
In this equation, fbg (_?) is the boundary layer profile at the end of Part 1, estimated
by using a power law for the boundary layer:
n
The exponent n must satisfy the values of momentum and displacement
thickness calculated for the boundary layer at the end of Part 1. The resulting
equation for fb_ follows.
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where
H1 -1
2
R (H1 _ 1) [1 ]fb_ = O]H I(H 1 + 1) - _? (46)
O1 = boundary layer momentum thickness at the end of Part 1
H1 = boundary layer shape factor at the end of Part 1
The velocity profile in Part 2 includes the auxflary profile g2 (r/). This
profile is defined by equation (8) so that, as y approaches 1.0, the Part 2 velocity
profile asympototically approaches the profile for fully-developed turbulent flow in
a pipe.
In Part 2, the values of five variables are determined by integral
techniques. These dependent variables are the velocity profile values U c and T,
the static pressure p, the temperature ratio T, and the temperature of the flow at
the outer radius of the mixing tube, Too. The values of these variables are obtained
by solving six simultaneous equations of the general form given by equation (37).
The dependent Y(K) variables are listed below:
Ve
a (u---C-_) 0 L( PoOl )
-ju
Y(1) - Y(4) -
X X
0 (-:_-o) _ (_fi__)
Vo
a (-U--_)
Y(2) = (not used) Y(5) -
X
a Y
Y(3) = Y(6) =
0( x
-E_)
a (W__
Too )
X
0 (-fi-6--)
Too
X
0 ( -R--6--)
(47)
where Poei and Tooi are the constant values of Poe and Too in Part 1. The variable
Y(2) above remains zero throughout the Part 2 analysis; this variable is a redundant
parameter which remains from an earlier version of the computer program.
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The equations used to evaluate these derivatives are as follows:
J-- 1
J= 2 =
J= 3 =
J=4 =
J= 5 =
J= 6 =
continuity equation
energy equation
momentum equation for the complete flow
moment-of-momentum integral equation
centerline velocity-temperature relationship
wall velocity = 0
(48)
These equations and the W(J, K) coefficients are given in detail in Appendix A.
The form of the stagnation temperature profile must be known in order
to solve the first four equations (48). For simplicity, the temperature profile was
assumed to be the same as in a free jet.
- _ in Part 2 (49)To Too
Toj
This approximation is justified by the test results in Section 4.3 of this report.
Wall shear stresses are included in the momentum equation for the
complete flow. The wall friction coefficient used in the analysis is based upon pipe
flow correlations which yield equation (50).
Twall U )2 Rein20
cfdf -- ! p = 0.048 ( (50)
2
where Re m --
U =
UD
v Reynold's number based on mean velocity
mass-average mean velocity
U c = centerline velocity
= kinematic viscosity
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This wall friction coefficient is only an approximation tothe actual value because
the velocity profile near the wall in Part 2 of_he jet pump mixing tube is generally
not identical to the fully--developed pipe flow velocity profile. Comparison of
o_
analytical predictrb_s to measured wall static pressure values indicated that
equation (50) gave values of Cfd which were too high, Therefore, the analysis now
employs an arbitrarily reduced friction factor.
= (51)
Cfd 1/2 Cfd f
The moment-of-momentum integral equation includes a term which
represents axial shear forces between adjacent stream tubes. These shear forces
are determined from the eddy viscosity relationship given in equation (11).
The fifth equation in the set, the centerline velocity-temperature rela-
tionship, is based upon the test results obtained during this investigation. As shown
in Section 4.3 and Figure 16, the following equation may be used to supplement the
energy equation i_ Part 2.
1 dT. dU
__ = 1 c (52)
T. dx U dxj c
The sixth equation (48) sets Uo, the velocity of the flow along the mixing
tube surface, equal to zero. This equation was added to eliminate Y(2), the redun-
dant variable in equation (47), during the solution of the six simultaneous equations
(48). The solution of these equations yields the values of the derivatives (47). The
derivatives then are integrated using Runge-Kutta-Merson techniques. This inte-
gration yields the desired values of Uc, T, P, Toj, and Too at selected values of
x/Ro along the mixing tube in the region after the jet reaches the wall.
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Section 4
TEST PROGRAM
The objective of the test program was to provide data which could be
used to evaluate the analytical model. The test conditions are summarized below:
Prima.ry Flow
stagnation pressure:
stagnation temperature:
nozzle throat area:
nozzle geometry:
mass flow rate:
348 psia
807°F
1. 587 x 10 -4 ft 2
see figure 3
6.76 lbm/min
Secondary Flow
inlet stagnation pressure:
inlet stagnation temperature:
mixing tube geometry:
pressure rise:
laboratory ambient (30.06" Hg)
laboratory ambient (92 ° F)
see figure 4
regulated by discharge
throttling device
This section of the report describes the jet pump test arrangement, instrumenta-
tion and data reduction procedures, and the results which were obtained.
4.1 Test Arrangement
The jet pump test arrangement is shown in figure 5. The primary
flow was supplied by a 2-stage reciprocating compressor. Electrical heaters
were used to increase the temperature of the flow up to about 800 ° F. The
primary flow was delivered to a single nozzle directed along the axis of the
mixing tube.
The momentum of the primary flow entrains a secondary air flow
from the room into the bellmouth inlet and then into the mixing tube. Here, the
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two streams mix together and the stagnation pressure of the secondary stream is
increased. The flow from the mixing tube passes through a conical diffuser and
exhausts to the atmosphere through an adjustable t ,.rottling cone.
The individual components of the experimental jet pump are described
below:
.
Calibrated bellmouth inlet section
This component consists of a wooden bellmouth,
metal connecting tube, and fiberglass primary flow
inlet section. The bellmouth differential pressure
was calibrated in terms of flow rate by using an
orifice and blower available in the laboratory. The
calibrated bellmouth permitted direct measurement
of secondary mass flow rate for all jet pump tests.
, Mixing tube
The mixing tube geometry was chosen rather
arbitrarily before the computer program became
available as a design guide. The basic Helmbold
mixing tube geometry (reference 7) was selected
because this geometry has been tested thoroughly
in the incompressible flow regime. The incom-
pressible results provide a guide to the flow behavior
which may be expected in the compressible flow regime.
The Helmbold mixing tube was scaled down so that
all dimensions were 0. 892 times their original values.
This scale was selected so that the mixing tube would
match an existing discharge diffuser and the mixing
tube throat velocity would remain subsonic for all flow
rates expected in the test program. The smooth curving
3O
.,
profile of the Helmbold tube was approximated with
cones and cylinders as shown in figure 4 for ease
of fabrication.
Discharge diffuser
A conical diffuser with an area ratio of about 2.8
and a total included angle of 7.1 ° was added at the end
of the mixing tube to maximize static pressure recovery
and allow high entrainment ratios to be achieved. Changes
in the axial positioning of the throttle cone in the diffuser
exit produced a variable system resistance so that the jet
pump could be tested over a range of secondary flow rates.
Nozzle geometry
Figure 3 shows the geometry of the converging-diverging
primary flow nozzle. The area ratio from throat to exit
section is 3.24, the area ratio corresponding to one-
dimensional isentropic expansion from 350 psia to 14.7
psia. When the jet pump was assembled, the exit plane
of the nozzle was at x = o where x is defined on the mixing
tube drawing, figure 4. The mixing tube dlameter at the
nozzle exit plane is 5. 341 in. The nozzle flow coefficient,
according to the definition below, was measured to be 0.929.
C - W1
(53)
w Wlideal
where W 1 = measured nozzle flow rate at design
pressure and temperature
Wlidea 1 isentropic flow rate through nozzle throat
at design pressure and temperature; based
upon one-dimensional flow assumption
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4.2 Instrumentation and Data Reduction Procedures
4.2.1 Instrumentation
The instrumentation used to determine the performance of the experi-
mental jet pump is shown on figure 6 and described in table 1.
The jet pump inlet bellmouth was calibrated for use as a flowmeter.
The calibration was accomplished by connecting the bellmouth and the suction
duct to the inlet of a blower by means of an orifice run and throttling arrange-
ment. The bellmouth flow equation follows:
where Ah b
Pb
= Pb differential pressure, in. H20 gage
= inlet density, lbm/ft 3
The mixing tube was provided with 21 static pressure taps along its
length. Four additional static pressure taps were located in the discharge dif-
fuser. Provision was made for traverse probe measurements at five of the static
pressure tap sections. The location of all of these taps is given in table 2. The
exact dimensions were measured at several stations in the mixing tube after its
construction; these dimensions are also given in table 2.
The Kiel-temperature probe which was traversed to measure the
velocity and temperature profiles had a stem diameter of 1/8". The probe was
small enough so that probe blockage effects were negligible during the traversing.
4.2.2 Data Reduction Procedures
The measured data were used to calculate the following jet pump
parameters :
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mW
O
m
W 1
- jet pump entrainment ratio
- velocity profiles
- temperature profiles
- mixing tube static pressure variations
The stagnation pressure and temperature profiles were measured at
all traverse locations in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the primary flow
feed pipe (see figure 6). At the station in the mixing tube throat (x/R ° = 9.25),
a traverse also was made in the plane of the feed pipe to confirm that the flow
was axisymmetric as desired.
The wall static pressure and the traverse probe stagnation pressure
and temperature measurements were used with the appropriate compressible flow
equations to allow calculation of the velocity profiles at traverse stations 2 through
6. As a result of a thermocouple failure during the test runs, no temperature data
were obtained at traverse station 1. Because the temperature profile is required in
order to calculate the velocity profile, it was necessary to prepare an approximate
temperature profile for this station. The procedure used is described under Test
Results in Section 4.3 of this report.
4.2.3 Suction Duct Losses
Results from previous tests of the bellmouth and suction duct assembly
(reference 1) and static pressure data from the present test program indicate that
stagnation pressure losses in the suction duct upstream of the mixing tube are of
the order of 2 in. H20 for the tested secondary flow rates. These losses may be
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accountedfor in the jet pump analysis by using equation (55) to calculate the
secondary flow stagnationpressure at the primary nozzle exit section in the
mixing tube:
2
PooUSD
Po2 = Poo-KL 2go
or
W 2
O
Po2 = Poo - KL 2
2 go PooASD
(55)
where Po2
P
OO
K L =
Poo -
stagnation pressure at primary nozzle exit plane
stagnation pressure at suction duct inlet (laboratory
ambient)
suction duct loss coefficient
density corresponding to suction duct inlet
stagnation state
suction duct velocity (assumed uniform)
suction duct cross-sectional area
USD =
ASD =
For the suction duct in the experimental jet pump, the value of K L
4.3
is 0.33.
Test Results
The jet pump was tested at four values of entrainment ratio, 17.0,
19.4, 21.0, and 23.6. The corresponding values of primary and secondary
mass flow rates are given in table 3. The inlet pressures and temperatures
were constant throughout the test and were as listed at the beginning of this
Section 4.
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Wall static pressure values measured along the mixing tube are listed
for all four entrainment ratios on table 3. Thesevalues are plotted in figure 7.
The operation of the jet pump was reasonably steady (i. e., wall pressure
fluctuations were small) whenthe entrainment ratio was 21.0. Therefore, this
condition was selected for the velocity traverse measurements which require long
periods of steady operation. The velocity profiles for traverse stations 2 through
6 are shownin figure 8. The associated temperature profiles are shownin figure 9.
Traverses 4 and 5were takenat the same station in the constant-area
throat section of the mixing tube. The axes of the traverse were 90° apart so that
any departures from axial symmetry in the flow could be detected. The slight
departures which were observed are due to heating of the secondary flow as it passes
over the primary nozzle feed pipe upstream of the mixing tube inlet. These departures
have a negligible effect on jet pumpperformance andwill not interfere with our
comparison of measured and predicted flow behavior through the jet pump.
Becauseof a thermoeouple failure during testing, no temperature data
were obtained at traverse station 1. The stagnation pressure measurements at this
section cannot be used to determine the velocity profile unless the temperature
profile is available. An approximate velocity profile for traverse station 1 was
developedby using the analytically-predicted temperature profile together with the
measured stagnation pressure values. The resulting velocity profile is given at the
endof the next section of this report.
The mass flow rate through the jet pumpas determined by the calibrated
inlet bellmouth was compared to the mass flow rate obtained by integration of the
velocity profiles for stations 4 and 5. Agreement was within 1%(149.8 lbm/min.
from integration vs. 148.8 lbm/min, from the bellmouth). Themeasured velocity
profile at station 6 was used for a similar comparison. Integration of this profile
gave a mass flow rate of 158.8 lbm/min., about 7_ greater than the bellmouth
measurement.
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U T.
measured velocity and
The values of _ and __1_ calculated from theU. T.
jo jo
temperature profiles are plotted in figure 10 to show how the centerline velocities
and temperatures vary with distance along the mixing tube. The velocity and temp-
erature ratios are nearly identicalover most of the mixing tube length.
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Section 5
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Mixing Tube Wall Static Pressure Variations
The mixing tube wail static pressure measurements are the most valu-
able results for evaluating the accuracy of the analytical model for use in jet pump
design. The prediction of this pressure variation is the primary purpose of this
investigation because knowledge of this variation permits caIcuIation of the pressure
force on the mixing tube wall. This force must bJ known in order to solve the
momentum equation during jet pump system optimization studies.
The analytical predictions of mixing tube static pressure variations are
compared to test results for four entrainment ratios in figures 11, 12, and 13. The
analyses were carried out with two different values assumed for Xcore, the length
of the transition region at the primary nozzle exit, and for two values of the second-
ary flow rates for each test; the values determined from the test results using the
bellmouth calibration equation (54), and values 2_c lower. A key to the three figures
follows:
Figure No.
11
12
13
x /R
core o
2.5
2.5
2.0
Secondary Flow Rates
from (54), reduced by 2 %
from (54)
from (54), reduced by2%
The mass flow rates given by equation (54) and used to prepare figure 12 cause the
analytical predictions of static pressure to fail below the measured values in the
throat section of the mixing tube (_-_ from 7.34 to 10.7). The assumption that the
secondary flow rates are 2_c lower ]ields better agreement as shown in figures 11
and 13. The choice of Xcore to be 2.5 R ° rather than 2.0 R ° causes only a small
difference in the predicted static pressure levels. The differences are largest in
the diffuser sections downstream of the mixing tube throat.
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From these results, it was concluded that further comparisons of
analytical and experimental results should be based on the assumption that the true
secondary flow rates are 2% lower than the flow rates given by equation (54). An
uncertainty of ± 2% in flow rate is not unreasonable for the bellmouth calibration.
The 2% flow correction brings the analytical predictions very close to the experimental
results except for the static pressures downstream of the mixing tube throat.
5.2 Velocity and Temperature Profiles
The variation of predicted centerline velocity with distance along the
mixing tube is shown in figure 14 for three alternative values of _core; 1.0, 2.0,
and 2.5. The measured values of centerline velocity at traverse stations 2-6 are
also plotted in the figure. A value of Xcore/Ro between 2.0 and 2.5 appears to
make the analytical prediction fit the test data most accurately.
The variation of predicted centerline stagnation temperature with distance
along the mixing tube also is shown in figure 14. A value of Xcore/Ro between 2.0
and 2.5 will make the temperature predictions fit the test data upstream of the
throat section of the mixing tube. At traverse stations 4, 5, and 6, the measured
temperature levels fall about 30 ° F below the predicted centerline stagnation
temperatures.
6 f2' g2 and v) together with theThe analytical results (U e, U o, R ' ' '
known free jet profile fo (_?)' allow direct co_nparison of the velocity and tempera-
ture profiles predicted by the analysis to the velocity and temperature profiles
measured during the test program. The velocity profiles are compared in figure 15,
and the temperature profiles are compared in figure 16. The predicted velocity
profiles agree reasonably well with the measured profiles. The measured and
predicted temperature profiles agree well for traverse stations 2 and 3, but the
predicted temperatures near the centerline for stations 4, 5, and 6 are somewhat
higher than they should be.
Stagnation pressure measurements only were obtained at traverse
station 1. These measurements, coupled with the analytical temperature profiles
predicted for this station, can be used to develop an approximate velocity profile.
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The procedures used were as follows:
o The stagnation pressure data from the traverse probe, together
with the local static pressure tap reading, were used to determine
the Mach number and T/T ° ratio at each y/R position in the
mixing tube cross-section. This data is given in table 4.
1
From the analytical solution for x = 2.5 R o, the predicted5 core
value of _ at the traverse station (-_- = 2.5) was found to be
R
0.2118. T_e local value of -R-- is 0.8_)9. These results allow the
y/R positions of the traverse _robe near the duct centerline to be
interpreted in terms of the y/5 values for the free jet velocity
profile of equations (1) and (2). Using the analytically predicted
values Uc 3019 ft/sec, U = 268 ft/sec, T = 1267 ° R and
O OC '
Too = 552 ° R, the free jet velocity and temperature profiles can
be used, through equations (1), (2), and (3), to determine the
predicted values of velocity and stagnation temperatui_e for each
y/R position within the jet mixing region. The corresponding
static temperatures can be determined from the T/T ratios in
o
table 4. The speed of sound is calculated from the static tempera-
ture. The predicted flow velocities and speed of sound values are
used to calculate Maeh numbers for each y/R position within the
jet mixing region. These predicted Mach numbers are compared
to the "measured "Mach numbers in table 4. If the predicted and
measured numbers agree, the associated velocity and temperature
profiles afford a good approximation to the true profiles.
o The same calculation procedure was followed using the analytical
solution for Xcore = 2.0 R o. The predicted value of _ at the
traverse station was 0.287. The other predicted values°employed
in the analysis were as follows:
U = 2227 ft/sec. T = 1041 ° R
C oe
U o = 261 ft/sec. Too = 552 ° R
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The predicted and "measured" Mach number profiles for traverse station 1 are
compared in figure 17. The predicted profile based uponthe assumption that
= 2.0 R is closer to the measured profile than the x = 2.5 R profile
Xcore o core o
although the predicted centerline velocity is too high. The predicted velocity and
temperature profiles for both Xcore assumptions are given in table 4. The
predicted values were obtained using a secondary flow rate which was 2% less than
the value given by equation (54).
4O
Section6
CONCLUSIONS
An analytical method has been developed to predict the performance
characteristics of axisymmetric single-nozzle compressible flow jet pumps with
variable area mixing tubes. The primary flow may be either subsonic or supersonic.
The analysis is divided into two parts. In part 1, the region between the primary
nozzle exit and the point where the jet reaches the wall, the analysis is based upon
the hypothesis that the mixing phenomena in the jet pump is fundamentally similar to
the mixing of a free turbulent jet with the surrounding fluid. The eddy viscosity is
adjusted to account for the influence of the duct walls as the jet approaches the walls.
In part 2, downstream of the point where the jet reaches the wall, the velocity
profile is allowed to vary from the free jet profile at the end of part 1 to a profile
which asymptotically approaches the fully-developed turbulent flow profile in a
pipe. Integral techniques are employed in both part 1 and part 2 to solve the contin-
uity, momentum, moment-of-momentum, and energy equations to determine the
variations of flow properties along the mixing tube.
An experimental program was conducted to measure mixing tube wall
static pressure variations, velocity profiles, and temperature profiles in a variable
area mixing tube with a supersonic (M = 2.72) primary jet. Static pressure varia-
tions were measured at four different secondary flow rates. These test results were
used to evaluate the analytical model.
Analytical predictions of wall static pressure distributions along the
mixing tube generally agreed well with the test results for all four entrainment
ratios. The predicted wall static pressure values differed slightly from the
measured pressures downstream of the constant-area throat section. The velocity
profiles along the mixing tube were predicted accurately by the analysis. The
analytical temperature profiles were not as accurate; the predicted centerline
temperatures downstream of the throat were too high. These discrepancies are
considered to be minor in view of the comparatively extreme mixing tube geometry
used for the test case. Thus, the analysis is ready for use to calculate the pressure
force on the wall of a variable area mixing tube. This permits the momentum
equation to be solved accurately in jet pump-duct system optimization and design
studies.
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The analysis in part 2 of the jet pumpmakes the assumption that the
temperature profiles are similar to free jet temperature profiles. A very simple
and approximate form of the energy equation is employed. A more accurate energy
equation, perhaps augmentedby assumption of a different form for the temperature
profile, might lead to greater accuracy in the prediction of wall static pressures
and temperature profiles in this region.
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APPENDIX A
Equations for the Flow
A1 - Part 1 - Upstream of Jet Attachment
The general form of the flow equations, as described in Section 3.4,
is as follows:
7
k=l
W(J, K) * Y(K) = V(J)
The 7 variables are tabulated below, using the convention that the superscript (')
0
represents a@--_ "
K = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
\ jo/ \ oo]
The W(J, K) coefficients and V(J) terms are determined in this section.
A1-1 Equation for J = 1; Constant stagnation pressure in the flow outside the jet.
UdU
dp = -p
go
RgT dpp + _.Ujd(_.Uj)= 0
Normalizing:
Rg___T_Tdp + X_ ____]_+__L =0
2 p U.
Ujo jo Ujo Ujo 43
j .
Let
RT
Bp=__g oo _ k-1
2 2kSU. o
3o
2
U.
S = ]o
o 2kk____RgTo °
Then T = T
O OO
- So --_2 k
Ujo
The final values follow:
= Static temperature in the flow
outside the jet
U.
W(1 1) = X2 --J--
' V.
]o
w(1,5) = 0
U. 2
W(1,2) = k IU_o _
W(1,6) = 0
W(l, 3) = 0 w(1,7) = o
W(1,4) S o UJ o p
V(1) = 0
A1-2 Equation for J = 2; Momentum equation for the flow
R 2 _ d
-_ ax =_--
R
p 21rydy
_R 2 dp d 1 P U'2
dx = _ RgToo J
( X +fo ) 2 2_ dr/
1 + "_fol/2-So
U. 2
1-So __-J--_2k
Ujo
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where UX+f =--o U.]
1 + "LVfo1/2- SO
U.2 T
(k + fo)2=__A__ __E_2 TU. oo
3o
Static Temperature @7/
Stagnation Temperature @_ = 1.0
U. 2 T
1- So _ X2 - T o
U. oojo
_ Static Temperature
Stagnation Temperature atT/ =1.0
Let
ZI2
1
=/ (X+fo)2 2_ dT/ U. 2
o 1 +_'fo I/2 S __I___ (X+fo)2
-o U. 2
3o
In the computer analysis, this integration is approximated by a
summation across the jet:
Let
n
=2
i=1
In this equation N i and D i are average values of the numerator and denominator
across the i th equal-radius annular segment of the jet. The following additional
definitions will be used:
n
i=_ -Nij 8 Dij
-2 (D'_) (_.o _
Z2J ns - U---__]i
8
klg
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n8 Nij
I
Z3J = _s fiJ 8--X--_1i
2 ._-%/-Nij ._ 8 Dij
2 _ i aNijz_- _ 5_ _ _i
Z_ _-Z -N_ aD_= - - aT _i
D_ 2
Then the relations below may be used:
az 1J
8_U_o) = Z2J
8Z 1J
Ok- = Z3J + Z4J
aZlj
a T =z5J+Z6J
Additional parameters which simplify the equations are defined as follows:
S 2 = U. 2
I-S J _2
jo
R R_be
1
R R
0 0
0__ H
R
O
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R
5 o
R R R
O
Employing these definitions in the momentum equation, the following expression is
obtained after reorganizing, normalizing, and differentiating:
RgToo .5__ 52 52 5 5'
Z 12 + (1- )_ S + 2
--'_- pUj2 = +2 Uj R-2 R _t" Z12
I !
52 U.
Z22 _ + (Z32
jo + Z42) X '+ (Z52 +Z62)"]/'I
[2 (R,tube _ 0'H-H'0 )-2 5 ___1 x $2
+ _ 2X'+X--_-_X'+X-_j Uj
The final values follow:
( )  2z,2L ojW(2,1) = 17_-_-, _ + Z 2 +
J
52 _ S2 ._
W(2,2) =(__.)2 (Z32 + Z42 ) + (1_ R__)($2 +X _ ]
5 (Z - XS2)W(2,3) = 2 _ 12
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W(2,4)-- P _ Z12 + - XS2 + oo
62
W(2,5) =_ (Z52+Z62)
H
W(2,6) =-2_ S2X
W(2,7)---2_0 R S2 X
R'tube
V(2) =- 2 R S2 X
Table A1 lists the values of N i, D i, and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Z parameters in the previous equations.
AI. 3 Equation for J = 3; Continuity equation
W ° + W 1 = 27r pUydy where R = (Local Duct Radius -OH)
pTr
+V_= R T UWo j
g oo
5 2 2
1 +'l]-f 1/2-S (X + fo )2
o o\ jo/
1-S° X 2
or
where
+WI= pTr U. [52z13 +(R 2- 52)$2]Wo R T ]
g oo
1
of (X+ fo)2T/d_Z13 = 2
- ( ) (X+fo)2" 1 +_'fo 1/2 SO Uj_o '
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2 U./\
Collecting terms and dividing each by _--}
_i.
UjoV'o/
P
O0
W(3,1) = -20 o + o
Uj R 2 Z 13 R 2
Vo
$2 ]oU.
]
+ Z23
2
R
O
R 2
÷ UJ 2_. 2 So _ o
Ujo $2 R 2
w(3,2) =
2
R
O
R 2
2
62 t R°Ro 2 (Z33 + Z43) + R 2
U. 2
1+S U_ _.2
o
- S O Ujo 2
52
2
R
O
w(3,3) =
2
R
O
2_ (Z13- $2) R 2R o
W(3,4) =
W(3,5) =
I62 R 2 _ R2
Poo o + o
2
R o 52
R 2 R 2
O
(Z53 + Z63)
R
O
W(3,6) = -2S 2 --_ H
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Table A1 lists the values of N i, D i, and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Z parameters in the equations above.
A1-4 Equation for J = 4; Energy Equation
or
Let
R
W C T +W 1C T =2_] pU C T ydy where R _ (local duct radius
o p oo p oj .] p o
o - OH)
W T +WIT0 O0 OJ
R
: 2_ _o p U ToYdY
(k ( 1 +_fo 1/2) 2_d_
WoToo + WlToj = r_g Uj + f°) 2 + (R2-62)$2
o (_ + fo )2
\jo/ ]
- 2S 20HRJ
Z14 = f (_. + fo) (1 +'_'fol/2) 2r/d0
l+_f 1/2_ S
O
2
o () 21 +_'fo 1/2 - so rico' (x + fo)
Then, the normalized energy equation may be written as follows:
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(WoToo Toj) Rff = P Uj 52 R 2 62
2 U. P P U. Z 14 + - $2- 2S2 R_- R--
7rR ° ] o oo oo ] o o o
If this equation is compared to the normalized continuity equation in Section A1-3,
it is seen that the right-hand sides are identical except for the substitution of
Z14 for Z13. This means that all of the W(4,K) coefficients are identical to the
W(3, K) coefficients except for the substitution of Zi4 for Zi3 in all expressions.
Table A1 lists the values of N i, D i, and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Zi4 parameters.
A1-5 Equation for J = 5; Moment-of-Momentum Integral Equation
as follows.
The momentum equation for an annular section of the jet can be derived
/////////// /_/// ///
CONTROL VOLUME
(_y ._ 21rydlzdy ÷ 2_Tdxdy /
U "'"_' " 'i _- "--'--P'U+ b'_'md'
/_v.2vydx P+
y
dl -,
R
m..iJ
8_" 8u2_ dydx - dx (2_ydy) + 2Try -_- dydx = p_ dx u" 21rydy
0U
+pv ydx - - dy
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8_ au 8u
+y -p W-_- uy + pvy W-_--_
8y
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To derive the moment-of momentum integral equation, this momentum equation is
multiplied by ydy and integrated across the jet:
5 5 5 5
Jo d f(" O u _u _(_Y) ydy y2dypuy _ ydy pvy -_ ydy 0 y dx
O o
Noting that u = Uj(k + fo):
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then
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3
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U 2 ( }, + fo )2
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In order to evaluate the radial velocity, v, it is necessary to use the
continuity relation. Employing a control volume of radius y and length dx, the
continuity equation may be written as follows:
SO
pV 27rydx = - _(pu2_rydy) dx
Pry = -fY_(puy) dy
ffi __x I_Too U'_+f0)Iydy
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With these definitions, the integral
6
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may be evaluated as follows:
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The pressure gradient term may be rewritten as follows:
y2dy = RgTooR ° p 3 U.2
o ©
The shear stress term may be evaluated as follows:
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where A T eavg D
d_ _ 0.377 as in incompressible jet mixing
E = I_/ is the inverse of the local turbulent Reynolds number.
\J / avg
Assembling all the terms, the final moment-of-momentum integral
equation is as follows:
I
__2_Uj 1 + R1 + R2 Ujo R34) 6-- (Q3 + R10
EA
+'_'R56 = (_-_o)
?
3©
jo
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The values of the coefficients follow:
U°
W(5, 1) = Q1 + R1 + R2 ___I_U. W(5, 5) = R56
jo
W(5, 2) = Q2 + R34 W(5, 6) = 0
W(5,3) = Q3 + R10 + Rll W(5,7) = 0
EA
BP T
W(5,4) = R 1 + U" 2 V(5) = (5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5-5--_o)
3 J
2
U.
:]o
A1-6 Equation for J = 6; Boundary Layer Momentum Equation
The boundary layer momentum equation, equation (40), is discussed
in Section 3.4 of this report.
A1-7 Equation for J = 7; Boundary Layer Moment-of-Momentum Equation
The boundary layer moment-of-momentum equation was used to derive
the shape factor equation (41). This equation is discussed in Section 3.4 of this
report.
A1-8 Initial Conditions for the Part 1 Analysis
The initial conditions for the Part 1 analysis are established from the
transition zone analysis described in Section 3.3. The initial values were set
as follows:
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UJ = 1
U.jo
Toj = Tol- Too
T T
O0 O0
From transition
zone Analysis
X From transition
zone Analysis
0 _ 0
R R
0 0
Calculated from
Equation (14)
6 _ R (6___hFrom
R
Ro o transition\R/
S 1.4 Input value to program
zone analysis
P o k-'-'-TX2
O0 O0 _I
A2 - Part 2 - Downstream of Jet Attachment
The general form of the flow equations, as described in Section 3.4,
is as follows:
K=I
W(J,K) * Y(K) = V(J)
The 6 variables employed in Part 2 are tabulated below.
the derivative a
The superscript (') represents
K = 1 2 3 4 5 6
T T T
Y_ = _" lr' _,Tooi/
where P and T . are the stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature for the
ooi ool
wall streamline at the end of Part 1 just as the jet reaches the duct wall.
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The variable Y(2) remains zero throughout the Part 2 analysis; this
variable is a _'e--_undant parameter which remains from an earlier version of the
computer program.
The W(J, K) coefficients and V(J) terms are determined in this section
of the appendix.
A2-1 Equation for J = 1; Continuity Equation
W +W 1 =0
+ W 1 _Wo p
go RgToo
1
UcR2 1
T
OO U 2v_l_T U
C
Now
u
U
C
- f2 (n) + Tg 2 (TI)
T -1+_'-_ - S
T N-o' " o
OO
2
where
T -T
O OO
Toj
(Free jet temperature profile) is assumed to
hold in Part 2 as a simplification of the
analysis.
The value of T used in the definitions of BP and S , and throughout the Part 2
OO O
analysis, is the stagnation temperature for the wall streamline at the axial position
selected. T varies with x in Part 2.
OO
6O
Let
T
D =
T
OO
R T
BP= g oo
2U.
]o
The continuity equation may be rewritten as follows:
where
+W P U
Tooi _ Wo _ ooi c
Pooi R 2 7rg° Ujo /Too _ U.
o k Tooi)
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O
]O
R 2
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In the computer analysis, the integration is approximated by a summation
across the flow:
n
s
2 E Nij
i=l
In this equation, N i and D i are average values of the numerator and denominator
.th
across the _-- equal-radius annular segment of the flow.
The following additional definitions will be used:
n
8 Dij
8 Z 2 Nij
8 Dij 2 0
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Employing these definitionsin the continuityequation, the followingequation is
obtained after differentiating:
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Collecting terms and dividing each by
U c R 2
Ujo R
o
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Z
ii
W(1,1) = (U_o > + Z21 W(1,5) =Z51 +Z61
W(1,2) = 0 W(I, 6) = Z81
ZII
W(1,3) = Z71 + Z91
W(1,4) -
Zll
{oo )
V(1) =- 2 Zll
Table A2 lists the values of N.,, D i, and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Z parameters in the previous equations.
A2.2 Equation for J = 2; Energy Equation
R
constant = / Pu To • 2_dy
O
assuming constant specific
heat throughout the flow
Using the substitutions for p, the velocity profile functions, and _ as in Section
A2.1, the energy equation may be rewritten as follows:
constant = P U R 2 f (_) + T g2U1RgToo c D To 2_d_
,o 0
As in Section A2.1, the free-jet temperature profile is assumed to hold:
T
O
T
OO
- 1 +_o(_1)
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With this, the energy equation becomes:
1
constant = P_ Uc R2 / (f2
Rg
O
+ yg2) (1 +_'fo 1/2)
D 2,1 d_
U R 2
constant = 13 cP U. _- Z12
ooi ]o R O
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After differentiating with respect to _-- , the energy equation takes the following
form: o
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(R'/Ro)
V(2) = -2Z
12 (R/Ro)
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Table A2 lists the values of N
i' Di' and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Z parameters in the equations above.
A2.3 Equation for J = 3; Momentum Equation
R 2 dp 27r R "rw
- r dx -
R
P u 2 2 _ ydy
Using the previously-developed substitution for p, the velocity profile functions,
and _:
d p U2 R2 f 2 2(q) + Tg2 (_
_ R 2 dp _ 2R_ = -- _d_
dx w dx Rg Too c o D
1 PU_ P _ "--_T
Let T W ---- Cfd 2 go where go Rg oo
The momentum equation may be rewritten as follows:
_ R 2 dp _ RCfdU 2dx c p _ d { p U2 R 2 }RgToo dx RgToo c Z13
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1 Tg2)2
= _o (f2 + D 2_d
Normalizing:
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Differentiating:
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ooi ooi Ujo
!
+ 2 _o R° + (see next page)
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Table A2 lists the values of N i, D i, and their derivatives which are required to
evaluate the Z parameters in the equations above.
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A2.4 Equation for J = 4; Moment-of-Momentum Integral Equation
The moment-of-momentum integral equation is taken from Section A1.5
of this appendix:
R R R R
/o °u /o °upuy _ ydy + Pvy _ ydy= 8"--7-ydy- dx y2dy
Noting that, in Part 2, u = U c (f2 + Tg2 )
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Following the analysis in Section A1.5, the second integral is evaluated as follows:
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With these definitions, the integral
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may be evaluated as follows:
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The pressure gradient term may be written as follows:
R U 2R3
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p 3 Uc
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The shear stress term may be evaluated as follows:
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where _ is the eddy kinematic
viscosity
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Assembling all the terms, the final moment-of-momentum integral
equation is as follows:
U c'
+R I + R +_/' Q4 + R7 + + '+'_JR561 U. p 1 3Uc 3o
tU oVJ
Cfd R o
2 R
The values of the coefficients follow:
U
__.q__cR2 W(4,5)W(4, 1)= Q1 + R1 + U. = R56
3o
W(4,2) = 0 W(4,6) = 0
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W(4,3) = Q4 + R79 v,,): + 11]
- R [Q3 + RI0
R o Cfd R o
+ R AT 2 R
1 BP
W(4,4) = R 1 +
A2.5 Equation for J = 5; Centerline Velocity - Temperature Relationship
The experimental measurements made during this investigation have
x
shown, as in figure 10, that for any value of -_- in part 2,
O
T. U
-/- _ _. xconst Note U = Ujin Part2 Because U
Tjo jo c o
= 0 is assumed
1 j _ 1 \.]o/
__/_ O c O
Tjo Ujo
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The values of the coefficients follow:
1
W(5, I) = -;W-W- w(5,5) -
w(5, 2) = 0 w(5, 6) = -
w(5,3) = 0
w(5,4) = 0
v(5) = o
A2.6 Equation for J = 6; Wall Velocity = 0
The value of U
O
is assumed to be zero throughout Part 2.
I
U
o -0
U
C
Therefore,
and W(6, 1) = W(6,3) = W(6,4) = W(6,5) = W(6, 6) = V(6) = 0
W(6, 2) = i
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Table A 1
Values Required to Determine Z Parameters in Part 1
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Table A2
Values Required to Determine Z Parameters in Part 2
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Appendix B
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
B. 1 General Description
The computer program has 10 sections.
section are described below.
The general functions of each
MAIN: The program begins and ends in MAIN. Input data concerning the jet
pump geometry, inlet gas flow properties, free jet velocity profile, and stations
along the mixing tube where output values are desired, are all read in by MAIN
and by two subroutines called by MAIN--DIFFEQ and SUB. MAIN converts the
units of the input parameters into other units which are more convenient for
subsequent analysis.
After conversion of units, MAIN computes the primary and secondary
flow conditions at the top-hat section as described in Section 3.3 of this report.
Then MAIN sets up the initial trial values for the velocity profile after transition
and calls VBO4A to perform the iterations required to obtain an accurate solution
for the profile.
After the transition zone analysis has been completed, MAIN sets up
the initial conditions for the flow analysis upstream of the point of jet attach-
ment to the wall. It also defines the stations along the mixing tube for which
data will be printed out. MAIN then calls RUNGE to carry out the solution for
the remainder of the flow analysis.
SUB: The first section of SUB, called when J = 3, reads in data on the
mixing tube geometry--inner diameter vs. length. The diameters are converted
to radii and all radii and length values are made non-dimensional by dividing by
R o. The second section of SUB, called when J = 1 or 2, finds the duct radius
and slope at any axial position x specified as an input value to the subroutine.
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The procedure used is linear interpolation betweenthe nearest upstream and
downstream radii which were read as input data by the first section of SUB.
CALXFG: The purpose of CALXFG is to perform the computations required
to set up the three transition zone equations (27), (33), and (35) for solution
by VBO4A. The three equations and derivatives of each of the three equations
with respect to the three variables U r, X, and 5/Reffare computed in CALXFG.
VBO4A, VDO2A, and SPNIST: These subroutines are library routines employed
to solve the three simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations (27), (33), and (35).
A two-page discussion of these subroutines is included at the end of section B. 3.
DIFFEQ: The DIFFEQ subroutine is divided into two parts. Part I establishes
the 7 simultaneous equations (39) which must be solved to determine
the flow conditions upstream of jet attachment. The equations used
are outlined in section 3.4 and detailed in appendix A. 1. When the simultaneous
equations are set up, DIFFEQ calls subroutine SIMQ to solve the equations for
the values of the 7 derivatives in equation (38). Then subroutine RUNGE is called
to integrate the derivatives using Runge-Kutta-Merson techniques. This integra-
tion yields the values of Uj, Uo, 5, p, Toj, O, and H at stations closely spaced
along the duct.
Part 2 of DIFFEQ establishes the 6 simultaneous equations (48) which
must be solved to determine the flow conditions in the mixing tube downstream of
jet attachment to the wall. The equations used are outlined in section 3.5 and
detailed in appendix A. 2. Subroutine SIMQ is called to solve for the 6 derivatives
in equation (47). Then subroutine RUNGE integrates the derivatives to find the
values of Uc, 7, p, Toj, and Too at stations closely spaced along the
duct.
SIMQ_." This is a library subroutine which is called by DIFFEQ to solve
simultaneous linear equations to find the values of the Y(K) derivatives in equations
(38) and (47).
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RUNGE: The RUNGE subroutine performs a Runge-Kutta-Merson integration
procedure to integrate the derivatives of the Y(K) quantities which are developed
by DIFFEQ and SIMQ as described above. RUNGE also calls the subroutine PRINT
to print the desired output values of jet pump flow parameters at each mixing
tube station (XOUT) which has been specified by input data and equations in MAIN.
PRINT: This subroutine contains instructions for printing the computer jet
pump flow parameters at selected stations along the mixing tube downstream of
the transition zone.
B.2 Input Data Format
The input data to the program must be prepared according to the
following sequence:
Card No. Parameters
NS
GG(I), I= 1, NS
SDLOSS, ASD
THETA, SHAPE, VISC, RZERO
1-CARD MESSAGE identifying solution desired
DELTAX, XTUBE, TURBNO, NSUB, NGAM,
XCORE, ANOZ
POO, TOO, POI, T01, AMASS1, AMASSO,
AG, RG
8 to 8 + I X(I), A(I) "_ 2F15.4
8 + I+ 1 0.0 ) omit ifNSUB =2 2F15.4
Format
312
10F5.4
2F10.3
4F10.6
80H
3F10.4, 215,
2F10.5
8F7.3
Cards 1 through 7 are required for each solution desired. The cards from 8 on are
required to define a new mixing tube geometry for analysis. If the same mixing
tube geometry is to be used for additional solutions with altered flow conditions, the
cards from 8 on do not have to be included for these additional solutions. The input
parameter NSUB tells the computer whether the cards from 8 on are included with
a data set, i.e., whether the same mixing tube geometry is to be used for additional
solutions.
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NS
GG(I)
SDLOSS
ASD
THETA
SHAPE
VISC
RZERO
DE LTAX
XTUBE
TURBNO
NSUB
NGAM
XCORE
ANOZ
PO0
TOO
The input parameters are described below.
number (= 10) of equal-radial-increment strips used to approximate the
jet mass flow, momentum, and energy integrals across the jet
U
average values of T (_?) for I = NS equal-radial-increment strips for
the turbulent pipe floCw velocity profile
suction duct loss coefficient; K L in equation (55)
suction duct area, ft2; ASDin equation (55)
boundary layer momentum thickness at x = 0, ft
boundary layer shape factor at x = 0
gas kinematic viscosity for secondary flow at inlet, ft2/sec
mixing tube radius at nozzle exit section; x = 0, ft
steps of x/R at which data printouts are desired in the mixing tube
o
mixing tube length, ft
turbulent Reynolds number value = 147
control instruction: if 1, a new mixing tube geometry is read in
if 2, the tube geometry from the previous
solution will be used.
control instruction: if 0, incompressible flow solution (not operable)
if 1, compressible flow solution
length of the transition zone divided by R o
primary nozzle exit flow area, ft 2
stagnation pressure upstream of the suction duct losses, psia
stagnation temperature of the secondary flow, °R
POI
TO1
stagnation pressure of the primary flow, psia
stagnation temperature of the primary flow, °R
8O
AMASS1 mass flow rate of the primary flow, lbm/sec
AMASSO
AG
RG
mass flow rate of the secondary flow, lbm/sec
specific heat ratio of the gas
gas constant, ft-lbf/lbm-°R
x(I)
A(I)
B.3
x stations along the mixing tube at which A(I) values are defined, ft
diameter of the mixing tube at the corresponding Xstation, ft
Output Data
A complete sample of output data from the computer program is given
in section B. 5 of this appendix. The first section of the output repeats the input
data and thus requires no comment. The remainder of the data is summarized
below.
F (I)'s: values of f 07 ) at 77 = 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, ......... , 0.95
CONDITIONS AT BEGINNING OF THE TRANSITION SECTION
U
_ OO
lists values of Uoo, Ooo, 5oo' Too' Poo (psfa and in.H20}, Xoo U. '
joo
and primary jet momentum = _ U_ where U_is the velocity achieved
by isentropie expansion of the primary flow to the static pressure at the
end of the accomodation process, Poo"
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The next portion of the printout monitors the solution by VB04A of
equations (27), (33), and (35) for the transition zone. Each iteration employing
CALXFG is recorded. The VARIABLES are the values of Ur, h, and6/Ref f
determined during the particular iteration reported. The FUNCTIONSare the
values of the functions:
- Cmomold Pconst - PconstCmasSnew- CmasSold , Cm°mnew , new old
CmasSol d Cmom old Pc°nStold
where C is defined by equation (27)
mass
C is defined by equation (32)
mom
k-1
•
Pc°nstlS -Poo,
( )new is the value for the current iteration.
( )old is the value for the previous iteration.
If these functions are computed to within ERR times the "old" value of Cmass'
or P VB04A is judged to have converged satisfactorily. In the presentCmom' const'
program, ERR is set at 10-6, an excessively tight tolerance. As a result, the
message "VB04A ACCURACY CANNOT BE ACHIEVED" is often printed out. Following
this message, the values of the VARIABLES and FUNCTIONS for the current iteration
are printed. These values are used as the first values for subsequent calculations.
Four lines of print follow the end of the VB04A material. The first
line restates the valuesof XX(1) = U r, XX(2) = h, andXX (3)= 5 Ref f in numerical
form. The second line compares the values of EN, a dimensionless jet pump
parameter developed in reference 2, before and after transition (EN vs. EN2).
EN =
WI+ W o
_2_Ro2poo [go(P-Poo)_R2eff + WlU1 + WoUol
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The two values shouldbe identical; differences which exist provide a measure of
the accuracy of the transition analysis. Following the EN values, the values of
Soand Bp(see appendixA, section A1.1) are printed. Then the final values of
U. and U are given.jo co
The printing continueswith a tabulation of values along the mixing tube
given by Part 1 of the analysis. The parameters listed are as follows:
X
x core
X/RZERO; values of _-- beginning with R
0 0
AREA; local value of
R 2
tube
2
7r R
o
PH20;
U0;
UCENT;
UR;
LAMBDA;
DELTA/R;
TOCENT;
TOWALL;
THETA/RO;
SHAPE;
wall static pressure, in H20 relative to Poo
value of U o, secondary flow velocity
value of U c, velocity of flow at the centerline
value of Uc/Uco
value of _ -
value of 5/R
O
U
O
U°
J
value of stagnation temperature at the duct centerline
value of stagnation temperature in the secondary flow
outside the mixing region
value of 0/R
o
value of H
When the Part 1 analysis indicates that the jet reaches the wall, the
message "DELTA/R = 1 -- DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CHANGE" is printed.
The local value of Uj, called CL, is also printed. Next, two lines are printed as
follows:
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F2(1)'s:
G2(1)'s:
values off2(_?)at _ = 0.05, 0.15, 0.25,- ..... ,0.95
values of g2(_) at _ = 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, ...... ,0.95
The printing concludes with the tabulated results obtained from the
Part 2 analysis. The parameters listed are as follows:
X/RZERO, AREA, PH20, UCENT, UR, TOCENT, TOWALL; same as in Part 1
TOWALL/TOO; stagnation temperature of wall streamline divided by secondary
flow inlet stagnation temperature, T OO
R
AUGMENT: f
0
the value of the local momentum flux,
by the primary jet momentum, W1U1,
2
pu 2nydy, divided
go
which is printed out earlier.
GAMMA; local value of Y
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B. 3 Listing
AMASS - LBM/SEC
-C ............ RG-- FT-IBF/LBM-DEGR ............
16 FBR_ATt_FT.3)
....... WRITE(6,10} ...............
WRITEIA,IT|DELTAX,SHA_E,R_ERO,XTU_E ,NSUB,THETA,TURBN_,NGAM,VISC,
---IAC_RG,POO, TOOtPOI,TOI,AMASSO,A_ASSI,ANOZ_XCDRE
I? FORMAT{///, 5X, 7HOEI TAX=, _I0* 4'_ X' dHSHAPE=' FIO" 6 '4X'AHRZE Ro= 'FIO* 6'
------ I 2He T_ /, 5X, 6HXTU_E= ,FIO. 4,4X, SHNSU_:, 15,0X,AHTHE TA=,FIOo 6,2_FT, /, ........
25X,?HTURBHO=,FIO._,4X,5Hq_A _:, 15, fOX, 5HVl %C=,F!,.._,gPFT**2/SFC,/
-----39X,_HAG:,FI_.4,26X,3H_G:,FIK'.4,!5HFT-LBF/LB_-DEGR,//, .......
4BXtaHPOO=,_IO. 4_4HPSIA, /, qX_4t_T_:,FI_.4.4HDEGR,/,
--SBX-t4HPOI_FIO. 4_4HRSIA,-/_SX,_HTOI='FIOa4_4HOEGQ ,/_ ..................
65X, THA_ASSO=, F I0.4, THL BM/SEC,/, 5X ,THA MASSI:, FI D • 4,THLBM/SEC,/,
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--I
....... 77X_SHANOZ=,FlO,5_ 5HPT_'#_t ft6Xv6HXCORF'',FIO, 4t//) ..............
C THETA = INLET B,,L. HqHFNTUM THICKNESS, FT
C .... SHAPE = INLET RoL_ SHAPE FACTrIR
C VISC = KINEN'ATIC VI_Cr}SITY, _T'_'_21SEC
C ..... RIFRO = INLET--DUC'F-RADIUSf-FT---
C ANOZ = APPROXIMATE NOZILF. ARFA FT,W*2
C ....... XCORF_ = LENGTH F)F POTENTIAL CC}RE/RZERO
C DUCT GEC_F.TRY AT INLET
..... NS= 10
JPBLY = 5
C CALCULATICN OF F(1) F_OM POLYNOMIAL
AAZERO= I..("JC4
...............A1(1)= -0.0175
AI(2}= -8.3P21
...............-AI (3) = 16. 5706
AI(4)= -12.7877
A1(5)= 3. 6058
CTR = -,,05
..... DC 837 I=I,/_S
CTR = CTR -'-0. I
..... F(1)-= AI(JPOLY)
FP(I) = FLOAT(JPOLY)W_F(I}
-- DO 808-J=2, JPOLY
JJ = JPOLY - J + 1
...... F(I| = FII)_'CTR + &1(J J) .....................
FP(1) = FPII)_CTR + FL3AT(JJ)*AIIJJ)
808 CONTINUE ..................
F(1) = FtII,_CTR + AAZERO
TFfll ---SORT(F{ l) )_
8C7 CCNTINUE
-- WRITE (6,LO_) (_(1), I =I,NS) .....................
403 FOPmAT( 5X,6HF(I) ' S, 5X, IOF i0.4_ /)
- - -A T 3.1416*RZERO*RZERO .....................
POt =P01 _'144.
....... -"PO0-= -POC nv144.
RG =RG.32o2
AMASS I = A_IASS !/32.2
/WMASSO= AM ASS0132.2
--- XYZ=O.O ......
GC TO (IO, I]),NSUB
-- 10 --CALL --STIR[ XYZ vR ,DR, 3 _ RZERO)
JRUNGE = 411
........ NPART=I--
C
C--- -
C TO DETF.RMINE TOm HAT DARAHETERS
-C
C- TO DETERMINE. EFFECTIVE DUCT AREA AT END OF CORE.
..... C_LL SUR { XCORF.,R, DR, 2, RZ ERO) ........................
THETA = THETA + XCqRFx'.OO]O'WRZERO
- RCORE : R_'RTER'3 - THFTA=WSHAPE -- -
ACORE = 3. 1416_PCPRE_RCC)RE
--AEFF-_=- ACORE-ANO/ ............
AM = ACORF.
AFAC = I. - ........
AGG : AGI(AC-1.)
...... RHOO=r'o0/( RG*TO0 ) ...................................
C CDRRECTICN FOR INLFT DUCT PRFSSlJRE LOSS
......... POC LOSS AT TNLFT ('JR NOT
P02 =PCX)- SDLOSS'WAMA- _ SO'_ 2°/( 2°*RH( Ow'AS C_'W=2° I
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........ RHO0 = PO2/IRC*TOOI
C _FIRST APPROXIMATION FOP _IUTER VELCCITY
.... UO = AMA-¢SO/(RHOO_AEFFI ......................
TO = TOO - (AC-1,)x(.5=UO=UOI(AG*RG)
-- P-=-PO 2 _"( T 0/lO0) W'# A f..,G_- -
RIO=P ( RG_TO}
C SECOND APPROXIM._,TIqN FOR OtJTFP VELOCITY
UO = AHA.KSO/(RHOW_AECP)
..... TO = TOO - (_C,-1.),w.5_'UO_'L,'_IIAG_P,G)
p = PO2*tTO/TOO),_,_,G_
----RHO=P / (RC*TO)
C ASSU_4E PRIMARY STRFA_ EXPANDS T3 OUTER
.... TI = TCI_{P/PCI)**(1,,I^G3r
.RHI=P/I R(';*T I )
.... UI -l=- SORT( 2oW'AGGW'RG=( TO1-Tll )
STREAM PRESSURE
ALIT 440
C
C
C
---UJOO--U1-UO
T = (TO1-TOO)/TO0
---SO0=O, 5,_(AG--1. ) _'UJOO_'UJO0 It AG'_RG W'?00)
CHKS = AMASS] +AMASSO
-- CMOM-=-(P-POO)_AM÷AMASSI*U1 _-+ AHASSO,wUO--
CM = CMOH/A'_2.
--CENR--=-AHASS I_T01 -_- A*IA%SO*TO(_
EM=CMAS/SO. RT { 2. 'wCMOH*A'_R HO0 )
.... C=UJOO_SQR T ( _,R t._OO,k.5/C MOH )
W2 = ACORE_RFOOW'UJOO
-- CMAS----CMAS IW2
CMD_ = CMO_/(W2*UJO0)
C FIRST GUESS r_F PARAMETERS AFTER CONSTANT
C----'UR = UJ/UJO0
C Y2 =LAMBDA
-C--- DCR= DELTAIR
UR = 1.
-- Y2-=-UOIUJO0
............... ALIT 5
AREA TRANSITION
67
........ XX(L) = tJR
XX(2) = Y2
XX ( 3 ) =---SQRT( SQR T_-ANOZ 13. I_W ]_61tR ZERO )
C
.... DO 121 J = 1,3-
1ZI ERR(J) =I. E-(_XX{ J !
..... IP =-I
PH2C) =- (POO--P) ww.193
THO_= AMASSI_UI .......
RHOC.= RH0.32.2
WRITE(6,67) LIO, R_-K)C, UJ O0, TO, P, T MO'_, Y 2 t PH20 .................
FOR_4AT(SXv4")HC_I,,DITIgNS AT 5FGINNING OF THE TRANSITION SECTIqNv
--- 1-//, <)X, 3HUO= ,F6. O_ 6HFTISE r , 6_ _4HRHC=vPS_4-_)HLRMIFT'W'_3_ 6X_
25HUJO0=_ F6.0_ 6HFT IS EC _ I, gX• 3HTO =, F6.0 _4Hf)EGR _10 X •2HP= _ F6.0
----- 39HLBM/FT*W, 2,6X, 13HPR I'_A Ry MOM.=, F 6Q2 t 3HLBF_/,5 X ,7HLAHB_A= _F&,,4 _ 12X ......
4, 5HPH20=, F6.2,6HI N. H2CI)
MAX = 120
C ALL--V BO 4A f 3,3-, FF. XX, PR R, A _ ,-3(X)O00_., I P-;MAX _ 3 ,,dOnK )
CHECK CALCUIATION OF EN AFTER TRANSITIqN
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CMA(;2 (FF(1) + C'_ASt*W2 -- "............
CMOq2 = (FI=(21 + CMOM)*W2*UJO0
--EN2 = CMAS 2/SQRT[ 2. ,wCMOM2*A*RHO0i --
WRITE{ 6,6_ )XX (!) ,XX(2) ,XX(3) ,EN, FN2
---bS--FORMATIY/irTX.6HXX( .II=,-FIS. 10,3 X, 6HXXI2)=,FIS.-IO.3X_6HXX (3l=._I 5 .............
1 . I0,//. IOX,3HEN=, F I0o4, fOX, 4HEN2=,F 10.4)
..... ¢-," C*XX(] I .............................
SO = SO0*XX(1)*XX(l)
---BP-"--( AC,--Ii I/ (-2.* AG* SO )
UJO = XX(II*UJO0
UCENT= UJO*(I.+XX(211
WRITE (6.6q) SG, BP,UJO, UCF_NT
----69:--FORMAT( / f lOXt BHSO=, FlO. 4_llX t 3HBP=tF'IO_4'_ I/tgX t4HUJO=,FIO, 1,6HFTI ...........
ISEC, 2X, 6_JCENT=, FIOo I, 6HF T/SEE)
----V {-SC _ - V--I-SC-I_b_J OO.'w-XXI-I-I'4'R Z ER _1
Y(II = 1,,
...... Y(.2I =XX(2) .............................
Y(3I = XX[3I*R
----V(4 )--'( 1,--- Y(-2IW'Y( _l _SO_AG/(-ACJ--h-_ t_PO2/PO0
Y|5) = |TO1- TOOl/TO0
V(61 = I.0
Y(TI = THETA/RZERO
....... Y(8) --.SHAPE .........................
C
C
C
D=4.08*Y(3)*( 1. +Y(21 )
.... O -- XC_RE
XOUT( II =O
....... XTRO= XTU_E/RZ ERO
MI= 2.* XTRO
--f)O 5--I =2,-M t
XOUT(1)=XOUT(I-1)+DELTAX
..... IF(XOUTII).GT.XTRO) GO TO
CGNTINUE
-CCNTINUE --
Ml= I-I
300 ..............................................
YMINIK! = .01
.... TOt(K) = .00001
TOL(K) = .O001
8 .... CONTINUE .............
YMIN(S) = 1.
........ Y_IN(6) =-I_
Y_IN(?) = I.
.... YMIN(_) = tO.
MARK(t}=I
------ MARK(2I=MI-
MARK(4)=O
--H=.!
CALL RUNGE [StDtY,TOL,Y&|IN.H, XOUT,MAPK)
---- GO TO lO0 ..............................................................
200 STOP
........ END .............................
SUBROUTINE CIFFFO (N.X,tY,r)Y) _LIT l:)
COH*4_N TttR f)NO, CF, _N, N_AR T, C,-JRUNOE tNC _ M _LIT Z;
I, PO0, POI, TOOt TO1, AH ACH, AG, RG &LIT 30
88
........ +
.... 2 --- vAMASSI., AuASSOt T " At. IT 40
3 ,SO0, CMASt CMC_M, CENR ALIT 5U
...... 4 tSO, BP, CM, VISC! ....................
CO+4_N ZA, Zt_, UJO, DORTN
---6-+-,HASRAT+RZEROtAFACv . CFD,- -Hr)_ + F_--At_- AAP. ERO,-IF, FP_ GP
7, Sf)LOSS_ AS I_
.... 8t AIIGI,UI,UCENT ........................................
DIMENSION YItO),OY(SOt, W(8,+I, V(+,tl, K(401, XP+UTIIOOI ALTr
...... ] I At(tO)p TF(lO) ................................................
2 ,A(7OI,B+IIO),F{IOI,G(20),DLF(20) ,DLG(20)
--+3-=_AA(10) ,_G( 10 )
4 ,DLFI(20)
..... 5 ,FP(IO),CP(10) .......................
EQUIVALENCE (SO,S_) _LIT lZ_
----- REAL MASRAT ...........................
IF IN-I)I,t,IO ALIr l]')
t-----C ONT| NU E --
LM = O
---- NM=O
MMM=O
READIS,3OqINS
3_q FORMAT{ 3121
• JPOLY-=-- 5
.......... XLIT S2'J
4LIT 53.)
READ (5,401! (CGII),I=I,NSI
-401-FORMAT(IOFS.4) ....
REAOIS, qSO)S_LOSS,ASD
---_50--_ORMAT{2FIO. 3)+
WRITE(6.405)
%C5 " FORMAT(IH|)
WRITE(_,400) NS
----4C3-- FOR_AT(SX,SHNS = ,I?) ...............................
4C_ _D_MAT(SX,TPGC(I)'S,.3X,IOFIOo41//)
----WRITE{6,_O4I (;G(1),I=I,NS} .................................
WRITE(6,g51);DL_SS,ASD
--gS_CR_A_(_X_2_HnUCT tOSS-COFF_ICIENTT,FIO_3./,tTX,12HDUCT AREA - ,
IFtO.3,SHFT_2,//)
"C
.+_
----OIVNS = ?. IFLOAT(NS)
DIVDEL = FLOAT(NS)
RETURN
C ALIT 5_)
_------YI=UJIUJZFRC - " - ALIT "36.)
C Y2=LAP, DA = UOIUJ ALIT 57)
-C--_3= DELTAIRZERO ............. _LIT '_3
C Y4 = PlPOOINITIAL _LIT 59d
-_ "-YS= ( TOCE NTER+_TO0 )/TOO AL TT -'S.),)
C. Y6=TOOITOC IN ITI AL ALIT _lO
-C ..... YT-_.-- L_-MOMENTUM THICKNESSIRZERO ........................................
C Y8 = B. L. SHAPE FACTO_
-C
10 CONTINUE
-_UZ--I_ORM AT_F 10.4 )
IF (LMI 913,913,914
-913 " CCNTINUE -
DY( 1 ) = O.
----DY(2) = O.
914 LM = I
---- E = I ,- I T t+I.R-;'iNeJ
YI=Y( 1 t
......... _LIT 6ZO
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...... "YhY( 2I
Y3:Y(3}
........ Y4--Y(4)
YS=Y( 5 )
Y 6=Y 16 }
C
C
C
11
£
Y'/=Y( 7 )
..... Ye=Y(A)
YII=YII|_Y(1)
....... Y22=Y(2)*Y(2)
Y3]--Y(3 l,wY 131
OIVYI _=I.IY !
DIVYtl = DIVYI*OIVYI
--- - DIVY4=I./Y'_
DIVY6 = I,/Y(6}
-----S 2=Y21 ( X,-SO*YI Iw'Y22)
OSZY X =2, xwSO*S 2. S2*Y I'_Y2
----OS2Y2- =--I._(-I-,-_O*Y 1 I*Y22-)-+--2, *SO*YI-I*S2*S2---
CALL $UB(XtR,DR,2,RZEROI
_LIr 65J
_LIT 55}
--R=R-VT'WY B
NOW BRANCH TO PART 1
--GO TO--(-I I_ 20 I-,N P_R-T--
CONT INU E
OR PART 2
-_LIT 7Z)-)
_LIT 71_
....... _LIT 5:_')
C P ART 1
---- IF-IV2)- 409,410,411 ..........
4`Og WRITE (6, 1000)
- I00,} FORMAT( IOX,46HRECTROJL-ATION_PRESENT. CAI_4JLATI('_N NOT CORRECT)
410 DERU = 0
----OYIT) - O, .............
DYIB) = O. ,
.... GO TO 412-- " -
4`11 CCNTINUE
"Y? ,, Y? + ,00(_1
RTH = Y2_,YI*YT/VISCI
...... CF=O.24`6/{IRTHlt*,268*IO.**I_678*Y8) I ............
CFD = CF
-t, I2 CCNTINUE .......................
DIVY3=I,/Y3
....... E-: E
_LIT 7__)
I *If. + 1,5.{1. - 2,718.*I-I.I*Y2))l
........ HI) --_ -
C
C .... J-=--I - " PO0 =-CONSTANT ........
C J = 2 MOMFNTUM INTEGRAL
C J =_---CONT_INUI, TY INTEGRAL
C J = 4, ENERGY 14TE_RAL
C --- J =- 5 - MOMENTU"_ HALF INTEGRAL
C J = 7 B.L, '_"]MENTU4 EQUATION EQN
ALIT 73_3
ALIT 7_3
ALIT "TSJ
_LIT 763
•_LIT 77C}
- ALIT 790
C ..... J-=-8-- B.L,
.13 CONTINUE
MOMENT-OFMOMENTU_
--f)CNR=Y33 I( R*I_ )
C CALCULATION CF EN PART 1
ZA = 0,
ZB = O,
----- CTR-=--.05
DC 36g I = I,NS
--CTR-= -CTR- _"-;1
Y2FI = Y2 + F{ I}
EQUATION ................
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-- - FS = TF(1) ..................................................................
ANA = Y2FI
ANB = Y2FI_Y2FI ..................................................................
D = I, + Y{5)*FS -SO*YII_Y2FI_Y2F%
OIVD-= I./D ..... _ .........................................................................
C .............................................................................
ZA : ZA + DIV_SeANA*DIVD
.... 1 --- *CTR ..........................................................
ZB = ZB 4 DIVNS_ANB_DIVD
....... I *CTR .............................................................
36g C(_TINUE
..... $2 = Y2/(I,-SO*YII*Y2*Y21 ......
AMAS = ZACDONR + (1.-DONR)*S2
AMOM = ZB*DONR ÷ (I,-DONR}*Y2*S2 - --
EN = AMAS/SQRTIAMOH + BP*tl,-I,/Y(4}l*DIVY11)
...... EN = EN*,707 - _ .......................................
RLOCAL = R(:RZERO
-- -RLOCAt- =- RLOCAt*RLOCAL--
MASRAT = _HAS*Y4_POO_YI*UJO*RLOCAL *3,1416/(RG_TOO_AHASSI| - t,
W{I,I)=Y22*Y1 .............................................
W(I,2)=YII*Y2
---WIl,])=O. ALlY _3_
W(X,4)=BP*( I°-SO*YI t*Y22 I_DIVY4
.... W(I,5) = O, .................................. _LIT @53
W(I,7) = O,
..... W(I,@) = O, ............
V{I,I) = O, _LIT 851
J = I ............ _LIT )l)
7| J=J+1 _LIT 97_
........ 7! = 0 ................................. _LIT 93j
/_2:0, _LIT 9;)
..... Z 3:0,- ............................ ..... _-................... _LIT 95)
Z4=O. _LTT 95)
_LIT 97)
_LIT 9:J)
_L IT I3 t 3
_LITI3_.)
AL ITIO3_J
.... Z5=O,
Z6=O,
-----CTR = -,05
DO 66 I=ItNS
.... CTR = CTR ÷ °I
F$ = TF(1)
FI--F(I)
Y2FI=Y2÷F(I)
----3J =-J-1
GO TO (270,70,67) ,JJ
-270-- CONT INUE
AN=Y2F I,Y2 F I
D2N=Y2F I_Z.
DSN=O
--- GO TO 68
70 AN:YZFI
O2N=I,
DSN=O, .
G0-I0-68
67 AN=Y2FI_(I,+Y5_FS)
.... D2N=I,+YS)FS -
DSN=Y2FI*FS
---68---D=I,+YS*FS-SO*YII*Y2FI*Y2FI
DIVD=I,/O
DIVDD_DIVD_DIVD
D2D=-2.*SO*Y_I*Y2FI
......... _LITI07_)
........ _tITltl;)
91
OtD=-2.*_*YI*Y2FI_Y2F!
05D=FS
---- ZI=?I÷DIVNS*_N_DIVD
1 _CTR
.... Z2=ZZ-_IVNS*_N*D1D*DIVDD
I *CTR
..... _3:Z3÷DTVNS_O2N*OtVD
I _CTR
..... E4=?4-DTVNSSAN*D20*BIVDO
1 *CTR
ZS=ZS,DIVNSeDSN_DIVO
| _CTR
..... Z6:E6_DIVNS.DSO_DIVOD#AN
1 _CTR ............... _LITI259
_6--- CONTINUE _LITI2_)
IF (J-2} 210,211,210
_I__.__|j,II=DONR_(2o.ZI,DIVYIe_2)*II.=DONR-I*I2, *Y_¢Sz*DIVYt*Y2_DS2Yt)
W(J,2)=DONR.(Z3+Z4)÷(1.-DONR)*(S2÷Y2_OS2Y2|
__ .WIJ,3)=2.,OCNR,(ZI_Y2,S2).DIVY 3 ...........................................................
WIj,41=IDONR_(_I-Y2_S21+Y2_S21*DIVY4
..........................
..... i * Bp*DIVY4_DIVYII
W(J, 5)=DONR_(ZS+Z6)
.... W(J, 7 ) =-2. "52_Y8 IR *Y2
W(J,_) =-2-$S2_YT/R*YZ
........ r ............
..... V(J'II=-2"*DRIR*Y2*S2 _LIT137)
G_ TO 212
-210 W(Jtl) =DONR_(ZI*DIVYI+Z2)+(I'-DONRI*IS2_OIVYI_DS2YII ........................"-
W(J_2)=OONR*(Z3÷ZA)÷(I.-DONR)*DS2Y2
-----WIJ_3)=2,*DCNR*(/I-S2)*DIVY3"
W(J,4I=(DONR*(Z]-S2)+S2)_DIVY4 ...........................
.... WI.I,5)=DONR*IZS+Z6) ...................................
WIJ,T) =-2, *S2*YSIR ...................
-WIJ,@) =-2, _S2*Y?IR .........................................
V (J,II=-2"_ORIR*S2 .............................. _LIT
212_-CnNT INUE
IF lJ-4) 71,6q,6q
-6g ---CONTINUE ...............
J'= 5
-Z_6-- 1 = O
Zl = O
_Z-_ - -O
Z3=O
...... Z4 = 0
Z5 =O
_Z6 = O
ZT= O,
Z8= O,
Z9 = O.
..... Z10 = 0, - ...................................................
Ill = O.
......... Ol = O.
02 = O.
----OS = O,
Q4 = O,
....... RI -- O, '.....................................
R2 = O.
....... R34 = O. " ...................................
R56 = O.
---RTg = 0.
RlO= O,
%LITISJ}
ALITISI-}
_LITISSO
_L IT I'}
_LIT 2)
&LIT --_-}
_LIT 4}
_LIT 50
&LIT 5.3
-_LIT T.}
&LIT 80
ALIT 9}
_LIT I]}
_LIT II )
&Ill"
&LIT
....... &LIT
ALl t
- ALIT
_LIT
_LIT
ALIT
........ILIT
_LII"
1 20
151
15"-)
173
I_0
?.)0
?.l'I
92
--- R11 = 0.- ..................
V1 = O,
........ V2 = -0,
V3 = O.
---- V4 = 0_
V5 = O,
..... V6 ---0, ...............................................
V7 : O.
...... V9 = O, .................
VlO = O.
---V 1 l---- 0;
-224
CTR = -.25*DIVNS
I =- l+I
CTR = CTR + 0.5*DIVNS
FS = TF(1)
Y2FI = Y2 ÷ F(I)
--FOER_ FP( [ |
AL IT 2 _..)
- - ALTT 23'}
AL IT __4.1
_LIT ?50
ALTr _}
" _L IT _._0
_LIT "t) r_
_LIT 31J
.......... etL IT 3?0
ALIT 33O
- - _LIT 340
_LIT 35_
221
--223
492
AN = Y2F I
..... 02N= l.
05N=O.
D=I.+Y5*rs-so*YII*Y2FI*Y2FI -
DIVD=I° ID
DIVOD:DIVD*DIVD
D20=-2.*SO*YII*Y2 FT
-- -DID=-2,*SO*YI*YZF I.Y2Fr
D5D=F$
---CCC = DIVNS_CTR_.5
DZl = CCC*AN_DIVD
DZ 2- --_CC* _N*DI D#rO IVDD
DZ3 = CCC*D2N*DIVD
.... 014 = _CCC_AN_D2D_DIVDD
DZ5 = CCC*D5N*DIVO
t')Z6 =-CCC*AN*OfiD*DTVDD ..................................
DZIO = FDER*CTR*CCC_DIVD
DZ I I _-CC C*£ TR* Y2 FI _01VDD* 2,* SO*YI:I*Y2F T *POE R ...........
V1 =_ Z1 + 0.5*0/_1
.... V2 = Z2-÷O.5*DZ2 .....
V3 = Z3 + 0.5_0Z3
V4--=-Z4 + O,5_DZ_
V5 = Z5 ÷ 0.5*DZ5
V6--=--Z 6-- 'v O.5'_Ol 6
VlO = ZlO + 0.5:_OZlO
VII = Zll- + .5*OZll ......
ZI = Zl + OZl
Z2 = Z2-+-DZ2
Z3 = Z3 + OZ3
_'.4 =-- Z4--_DZ 4
Z5 = 75 + OZ5
-----Z6--=-Z6 + DZ6
ZIO = ZlO + DZIO
711 = ZII +OZll
CCC = DIVNS_CTR*CTR
I *,5
ATAU = ,377
BTAU = .0333 .............
ql = QI + CCC*Y2FI*DIVD
------1 *Y ZF T ....
q2 = 02 + CCC*Y2FI*DTVD
Q3---_3 _CCC*C TR _Y 2F I*FDER*D IVD
CCC = -CCCICTR
ALTT 3q')
.... ALTT 393
_LTF 4) )
_L IT 4 3')
.... _L l'r _43
ALTT 45C)
........... ALIT &St)
_LIT 47V
- " ALIr 490
,_LTT 5J,)
ALTT -510
ALTT 5__0
_LTT _30
_LTT 54.
_LIT 55 )
_LIT _
_,L
...... AL
AL
.............. _L
AL
.... _.L
AL
AL
AL
AL
AL
......... t_L
_L
_L Tr 5_
" ALl T S,)v
ALIT S__'S
ALIT 633
.... _LIT 64"_
ALIT 570
IT 5_')
IT 6_0
IT 7]_
IT 7l:j
IT 77,)
IT 73)
IT 75-)
IT 790
IT 33")
IT _I0
Ir 3)0
IT 913
93
-- --RI = RI-+- CCC*VI_FDER
R2 = R2 ÷ CCC*V2*_DER
.... R34-= R34 4- CCC*IV3 ÷ V4|*FDER
R56 = R56 + CCC*(V5 ÷ V6)=FDER
---'RIO--_-RIO-----CCC*VI.0=FOER
RII = RII-CCC*VlI_FDER
....... IF II-NS) 224,225,225
225 CONTINUE
....... W(J,II-= (Q! * RI)*DIVYI *-R2
W(J,2} = Q2 + R34
--W(_,3) -= Iq3-_ RIO--* RtlY*DIVY3
W{J,4} = RI*DIVY4 ÷ BP_DIVY4*DIVY11*.3333
ALIT 9_3
ALIT 953
ALIT 973
ALIT _90
AtITI3J_
_WIJ,5)= R56
W(J,.7) = O.
...... W(J,8) -= O.
V(J,I} = E*DIVY3*ATAU
245 CCNTINUE
246--CONTINUE
247 CONTINUE
947 - CCNTINUE
C B.L. MOMENTUM EQUATION
----_(_ I-)----i 2.--_--Y8) *Y?*DI VYI'kY2
WI7,2) = (2. 4. YB)*Y?
.... W(?,_%-= O.
W(7,41 = Oo
----W(?-,5|-= @,
W(Tt61 = Oe
-- --W |?,-?t-= -Y2
W(7,8) = O.
.... V(-7¥1 l =---5*CF_Y2
B,,L. MOMENT-OF-_OMENTUM EQUATION
----- W|B_2) =: .5*Ye*IY8 + [,,)*|YB_YS-I.-)
W(8,1) = W(B,21*DIVYI*Y2
W(8,4I = 0.-
W(8,5l=-0.
W18,6) = O,
.... WlBf7| =-0_
W(8,81 = YZ
_V(B)_-F_--(YSW_YB_-I=--)*Y_tYT&{_5*YB_CF-,Obw'(-YB-I_)/(IYtJ+3_-P
1 _RTH**.I})
|F-(Y(2|) 200_20tt201
200 W(1,1) = O.
-- -W(t, 2_=-0,
W(7,1) = O,
&LIT Bg)
ALIT-B90
V{7,1) = O.
..... WIB,II _ O.
W(8,2! = O.
----VlB,-ll--= O. ALIT 930
201 CONTINUF
_F-{YS-2,1 462v48t-_81
4gl W(7,11 = O.
----- _(7,2t = O,
WI?,7} = Io
_--V(?,lI-_ O,
W(8,1) = O.
W(8,2I.: O.
W(8,8) = I.
94
482
667
C
C
--- V(8,1) : O. .......................
W[1,1! = O.
..... W(l,2! = O.
CONY INUF
COLLAPSE- FROM-BX8- TO 7X-'TMATRIX ....
O0 687 I=I,8
..... W(6,1| = W(7,I) ...............................................
WI7, TI = W(8,;)
C(_NTINUE .............
V(6,11 = V(7,1l
---V(7_, 1 ) =-V (8, 1 )
OC 688 J-l,?
..... WIJ,6) = WfJ,7)
W(J,7) = W[J,E)
688----CONT-INUE
£
C _LIT215)
C .... SOLVING SINULTANEOUS EQUATIONS BY SIMQ SUBROUTINE ......... _LIT2169
C _LIT21TO
-- ---NN_-- -7
DO i0| J=I,NN _LIT2180
---B(J)=V(J,11 - -- ALIT_230
DOIOI I=I,NN &LIT_ZI')
........ IJ = I + NN*(J-I! ............. ALIT22_3
AIIJ)=W(I,J) _LIT223(}
--IO-I--C_TIf_E ALIT2_;-)
18
C_LL SIMQ (A,R,NN,KS) _LIT_.?5,)
..... I)0 18 I:I,NN ................................................................... _LIT2?_3
DYII)=B( I} ALIT_.2TJ
BY(81 = OY(7| .......................................
OY(T) = DY(6)
-- DYI-6)=O. .............. _LIT ?_3)
2';9 CONTINUE
.... JRUNBE= JRUNGE +1 ............................ /%L IT21 @')
C CHECK fOR EQUATION CHANGE _LIT?3Z_3
.... IF (JRUNGE-5] 14,15,15 ......... ALIT2353
15 JRUNGF=O %LIT?36)
---IF {Y(3)-- R)_4 _ | 6_-16 _ttr2370
]4 RETURN _LIT?3_]
10- -- XOUTIIOO)=X .............. _LIT_'_c_9
CALL PRINT (N,XOUT, Y,DY,IO0) _LIT?4J,'}
----- Y(31=O, ............ %L IT241t)
Y3 = Y(3)
--NPART=2 _t-I I"74 __)
BPPTI = BP ALIT243)
----$OPTI = SO ......... %LIT?44,)
DLSTAR = Y8*Y7
.... DELTA = DLSTAR'_(YE+I, IIIYE-t,) ..........................
POW = 0.5"(Y8-I.1
...... hlR- ÷- _ STAR
C EVZLUATE NEW VELOCITY PRrIFILES
-----CTR = -.0_ ................
DO 876 I=I,NS
------CTR = 'CTR-+ 0.1 ........................
IF (].-CTR-DLSTARIR) 875,875,874
-8-75--F ( I ) -=-- 0,_
IF(I) = O,
95
.... CO TO 8++0 .................
874 CT'R1 : CTRII!.-_LST&R/RI ...........
...... FIll = AIIJPOLY)
DO 873 J=2,JPOLY
JJ = JPOLY - J + 1
F(I| = FII)w'C TR1 + &llJJ}
8?3 CONTINUE ........
F(I) = F(II*CTRI + A_ZERO
....... TFII| = SQRTIF(1))
840 BL= IR/DEL T_'I I ,-CTR) )'_=pOW
.... I F ! Bt-t_-) --860,86_/, 861
861 BL = I.
860 - CONTINUE ........
F(1) : (F(I} _" Y2W'BLII( I,, + Y2)
....... G(1)-= GO|I) " F{I)
876 CONTINUE
_- WR| TE{ 6 _40)) (Flit, I=I_NS t
4C3 FORMAT { 5X,THF2 ( I | ' S_,5X, 10F ID-4, If) + _.
WRITE[.5,4O6I (8(T},I=1,NS) ...........................
406 FORMAT{ 5X,THG2 ( I )' S, 5X, IOFI0,_' II) ................
WR [TE{ 6,407) .......
401 F(_RHAT ( II4XtTHXIRZERO,SXt4HAREAtSX,4HRH2C,SX'35HTQWALL
_2-fTOO "UC ENT (FT/SEC ) _JR ----_HAUCMENT, 6X_ 5 HGAMMA, 3X _ 25HTOCE
3NTIOEGR) TGWALLIDEGR)) .................
....... t= NS-- 1-
DO 877 I=2,L ....
.... FP(1) =,5 ,DIVDEL,W(F(I+II-FtI-I))
GP(I! =.5 _DIVDEL._IGII+I)-C,(I-I))
-8 ?'7---CONT I F_UE
FP(I_ = DIVO EL'W[F(2) - F[1]) ...................
.......... GRit) = DIVDEL*(G[2) - f,lll) ...............................
FP('_S) = DIV DFL,_I_(NS) - FINS-I))
...... GP(NS) : DIVDFL*(C, INS}--- r,(NS-lt)
.............................. ............
yt = YI_,(I, + Y2) .......................
...... yll-= YI*YI
Y(II = Y[I)W'[I ,, + Y2| .................................
...... DIVYll : 1,1Yl!
E2I = EI[I- + Y2) ....• .................
....... E21 = 2.*E2!
CFDI = CFI([1. + y2|W'(1. ÷ Y2)}
_---Y Z---'-O,,,
Y|2| = 0 ..................
........ Y? = O,
Y(7) : O. ................................
.... YB =-O.
-C---- ' _,L IT?45)
C P_RT 2 .................. _LIT2_7 )
C.......... _LIT?4_)
C TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER = PR ..........................
....... PR = I, AL:II"?5)J
C Y_:GAFI_A
--20---CONTINUE _LIT25_h
Y23=YI2)*Y(3} ............... _LIT?5_.}
........ SO = SODTIt Y(6t _LIT_54)
DSOY6 = -S01Y(6) ............ _LIT_55.J
...... Bp .... BPRTI*Y(6) _LIT255J
C
-C- PHASE_OUT_THE._B,L_f_)|SoLACEMENT__THICKNESS_INVERITED FRCM PART-}
DY(?) : O.
96
C PART 2
_-DY(8 ) = -O.---
CALCULATION OF EN
ZA =-Oo
ZB = O,
_--C TR - = ---,bOS-
DO 370 I = 1iNS
--'CTR "-CTR 4- .1
YFGG = Y2 + FIT) + Y31'GII)
_----F$ = TF(1)
ANA = YFGG
A_wB = YFGGW'YFGG
13 = |. + y5,wFS -SO*YII*Y_GG*YFGG
.... DIVD = -I./D
ZA = ZA + DIVNS*ANA*DIVD
I ...... *CTR
ZB = ZB + DIVNS*ANB*DIVD
1--- *CTR
370 CONTINUE
....... AMA$ =ZA
AMO_ = Z B
...... GO TO (81,83,4119J .................
8 1 AN=YFGG
........ D2N=I.
D5N=O
-- D3N=GI-I t
GO TO B5
.... EN = AMAS/SeRT(AMDM + BPt|I.-I, IY|_I)*DIVYII) -
EN = EN*°707
RLOCAL_---R*RZERO
RLOCAL = RLOCAL*RLOCAL
.... MASRAT = AMAS_Y4*POOiYI*UJO*RLOCAL *3.1416/IR_*TOO*Y&*AHASSI)-|
UN = AMAS*Y1
---- RM = UM*2.*R/VISCI .......
CFDF = AMAS_AHAS*oO68,RHe.|_,20|
CFDF-=--Z.*CFDF
CFD = CFDF
C ............. ..............
C J=1 CONTINUITY
C ---J=2 - ENERGY .................................
C J=3 MOMENTUM
t'------J=6 .... MOMENT OF M_MENTt_-EQUATION
C J=5 T I /T : UJI/UJ
C ......... J=6 D(LAHBDAt/OX = O, ......
J=O
--_( J=J+l
87 _ 1=0
--Z 2=-0
Z3=O
........ Z4=O
ZS=O
...... Z6=O
Z 7=0
...... Z 8=0
Z9 = O,
...... CTR =-°05 .............
I=O
82 I=l+l ...........................................................
CTR = CTR + ,I
-----F$_F(I) ........
YFGG=Y2+F(I)+Y3*C(I)
_LIT_.S7J
9?
--83 AN :'YFGG* ( [ • 4'YS*FS |
D2N=I. +YS*FS
.... DSN=YFGG,=F S
D3N---G( I ) "( I. +YS*FS)
------ GO 1"0-85
4 I AN=YFGG*YFGG
--- - D2N=2.*YFGG
03N=2.*YFGG*GII)
........ 05N=O ...........
IF (F(I)) 720_'/20,721
-720 ,-- AN--=_AN
D2N = -O2N
------O3N = -O3N
721 CONT [NUE
-- 85 - 0=1,÷Y5 *FS-SO*YtlW'YFGG*YFGG
D [VD=I./D
DIVDD=DIVD'WDIVD
01O=-SOtY I_ 2.,*YFGG* Y EGG
_-- D2D=-SO_Y 11.2. *YFGG
03D =' -SO*Yll*2.*YFGG4'G( II
.... DSD=FS
O6O---OSOY6*YI I*YFGG*YFGG
--Z-l-=- ZI_FD IVNS* AN*DI VD
| *CTR
--_Z2=Z2-D I VN S* AN*Ol D* O I VDD
1 *CTR
.... Z 3=/t3+D I VNS*D2N*D I VO
| *CTR
L_fZ_=D I VN S*D2D_ IVOD*AN
1 *CTR
...... Z 5=Z5+0 IVNS*D5N*D IVD ............................
1 *CTR
.... Z6--7_6-D IVNS*AN*DSD*OIVDD
1 _CTR
ZT=Z?4'D ! VNS w_D3N*_ I VD
l *CTR
---ZS=-ZB-DI VNS*AN*D6D*DIVDD "
1 *CTR
..... Z9 _'_-Z9----DIVNS _DIVDD*AN*D3D-
| *CTR
---- -IFI-I-NS 18Z, _01.601
601 W(J, I I=ZI'=DIVYI+Z 2
.... WtJ,2}=Z3+Z4
WIJ,3) = Z7 + Z9
-- --W(j,,_)=ZI*DIVY4
W(Jt 51=ZS+Z.6
IF (J-2) 602,603,602
-602- WtJ,6| = WIJ,6} - ZI*DIVY6
603 CONTINUE
_---- V(J, LI=-2- '_DRIR*ZI
IF (J-3) 8b,70g,709
-7(;9--- CONTINUE
W(3,]I ' W(:'-I) + ZI*DIVY1
......... _UGI=Zi -- _'-'" ...........................................
W(3,4) = W[3_41 + BP*DIVYII*DIVY4
.... V(3,1) = V(3,L) ....CFDIR .........................
J = 4
...... l_ _=--0
Zl =0
98
.... Z2-= 0 ..................... _LTT 5-3
Z3 = 0 _LIT 60
.... Z4-= 0 ................... _LIT -7_)
Z5 = 0 ALIT _J
--Z6-'=-O" "
_L Fr _,..)
Z7 = O. ALIT I)_
.... ZB = O. - .... . ............. _.LTT ll'J
Z9 = O, ALIT 12]
----Z10 = O. ..................... _,LTT 13.3
ZII = O.
--Ol ,,-0. .................. _LIT I_}
q2 : O. _tIr 150
--q3-_ Ow 6,tiT-169
Q4 = Oo ALIT 170
---RI - O. -AL-IT-lqd
R2 = O. ALtT l_O
---R B_e--"--O" _&L-FT--_.-)O
_56 = O. _LTT 210
.... R79 --=--0, _LT T 220
RiO = O. _LIT 230
---Rll "O,-
RTAU = O.
Vl = O, _LIT 240
V2 = O. ALIT ?50
---V3 _ O. - ............ _LIT _5_
V4 = O. _LIT __7')
.... V5 = O. ................ _LIT _0
V6 = O. _LIT 2OO
----V7 I"--0. &LIT _ )3
Vg = O. ALTT 31')
----- rio = O, ................ - ..... e_tIT 3_:J
VII = O.
...... E2FMAX =-.5*CFO*.45I(FP[5_ + GPI_t) ...............................
HO = (I.-Y33)*E2I + Y33*E2FHAX
--CTR -=--.25$D IVNIS"
924 I = I + I
....... CTR = CTR + O,5*DIVNS
FS = TFII)
..... Y2FI = Y2 + F(I)
I • Y3*G( I )
----FDER _r-FP|-I)-- *- Y3*GP|-t)
GGOER = FP(I) + GP{I)
----- E2F -'--,5*CFD_CTR/GC, DER
E = (I,,-Y33)*E21 + Y33*E2F
AN = Y2FI -- ..............
r)2N= l. ALIT 410
---DSN=O" AtTT -_23
D6N = G(1) _,LTT 4_
---- D=I. +yS*FS- SO*Y 1 l,y 2FT*Y2F i .......................
DIVD=I,ID ALIT 45)
........ DIVDD:DIVD*_IVO ...................... _LTT 4_0
D2O=-2,*SO_YII*Y2FI ALIT 47.)
--DIO=-2, w'SO*YI*Y2F I,wYZF I ALI r -4qO
DSD=FS ALTT 4_0
....... D60 : -SO*YII*2,_,Y_FI*G([) ......... ALTT 5)9
CCC = DIVNS*CTRX, o5 ._LIT 510
........ DZI : CCC*AN*DIVD ................................................... _LTT 520
D/2 = -CCC*_N*DID'_DIVOD _LTT 5:_0
DZ3 :-CCC*OZN*DIVD _tTr S_O
DZ4 = -CCC$_N_D2D*DTVD_ ALTT 55,)
_L I T-330
......... ALIT 353
ALTT 35_
.............. _LTT 370
99
..... DZ5 = CCC*05N*OIVO ................................................ ALIT 55)
D76 : -CCC_AN*DSDX'DIVDD &LIT 5TJ
........ DZ? = CCCeD6N*DTVD " - ........... _LIT 5_0
OZ8 = -CCCmD.IVDD*AN 'WD6o
---- OZg-=----CCCmD6C*AN'_D I VDf) • --_IL_ I" 5 30
DZIO : FDFRx_CT_'_CCC*BIVr) ALIT 530
-- l_ZlL : CCCeCTRWWY2FI'WOIVDO*2-*SO*YII*Y2FI'WFDER ..........
RTAIJ : RTAU-E*FDER_CCC_DIVD
-- VI = Zl + 0.5*DZI
V2 = Z2 + 0.5*PZ2
-----V3-=--Z3 .+ OoS*DZ3-
V4 = Z4 + O, 5*DZ4
...... VS-=-Z5 -+ O. 5*DZ5
V6 = Z6 + O. SmCZ6
...... V?-= Z7 + 0,5,I_Z7
V9 = Z9 + O°5*P, Zg
----V-IO_=--_ lO -4- O.:5"$DZuJ.O
Vll = 711 + .5"D711
.... ZI-=-ZI + DZI
Z2 = Z2 + DZ2
-- Z3 TM Z3 + OZ3
Z4 = Z4 + DZ4
_-Z 5--r-Z 5-_ -DZ5
Z6 = Z6 + DZ6
..... Z7 =-Z7-+ DZ7
Z8 = Z8 + r_Z8
-----Zq =zg-+ 0Z9
ZlO : ZlO +'DZIO
Zll = Zll + D711
CCC = DIVNS*CTR_CTR
----I *.5 .....
Ol - QI + CCC*Y2FI_DIVD
..... I *Y2FI ....................
Q2 = 02 + CCC_Y?FI*DIVD
--_O3 _ CCC_C Tp,*Y 2F I* FDER=OIVD
Q4 :" Q4 + CCC_Y2FI*G(I}*DIVO
.... CCC _ --CCC/CTR
RI : RI + CCC_VI=FDER
-- R2 f R2 +CCC*V2_FDER
R34 = R34 + CCC*(V3 ÷ V41*FDER
--R-5(F-=--- _56- +-_CC'W { V5 -+-_6 )* FOER
R79 = R79 + CCC'W(V7 + Vq)*FDER
----'RIO--= RIO_-CCC_VIOeFDER
R11 = RII-CCC*VII*FDER
.... IF- (I-NS) g24,Q25,qZ5
925 CONTINUE
-- W f-3,1-}- :- ( Q I _R 1 )*O IVYI-+- R_
WIJ,2I = Q2 + R34
WI-J.3)--= -R79 /-=Q¢
W(J,4| = RI*DIVY4 + RP*DIVY4*DIVYII*.3333
.... W(J,5) : R56
W{J,61 = O,
--V(-J,l ) _-RTAUIR
I -(03 + RIO + RII|*DR/R
..... 2 ----CFD*° 5
W(5,11 = DIVYI
...... W(5,2) = O.
W{5,3) = O.
ILIT 61')
,%LIT 67)
.... _LIT 530
ALIT 64.1
-- ALIT 65"J
ALIT 55J
........... AL IT 570
_LTT 513
AL-I T-690
.................. _L 1 I""730
ALIT 71'.)
.......... ALIT 7?3
ALIT ?33
_tIT_3
_LIT .?50
........... ALIT -760
-AL IT- 773
&LIT 730
................ _LIT _20
ALl T 91_
................ ALIT 92_
ALIT 93)
_LIT 95,)
................... 5.L TT q_3
ALIT 970
.................. ALIT ?_J
_LIT g90
_tlV103 _)
•_L IT I) l J
....... _L ITI3?t)
_tITi_)50
.... W(5,4)--=-0_
W(5,5) :-1./Y5
I00
........ W(5,6)= -I./Y6
V(5,1| = O.
31- W(6,1t-=-O.
W(6,2) = lo
----W(6,3|-=-0.
W(6_4! = O.
.... W(6_5) = O.
Wi6t6) = O.
..... V(6,1I--=-O, -
30 CONTINUE At IT4160
_M=MM÷I
-_68-- - CONTINUE
169 CONTINUE
ALIT2D5)
C SOLVING SIMULTANEnUS EQUATIONS BY SIMQ SUBROUTINE
102
NN = 6
----- DR, 102 J=I,NN
BIJ]:VIJ,l|
DE I02-- I- I_NN
IJ : .I ÷ NNW'IJ-I)
AI IJ-}-W(- I v-J }
CONT INUE
.... CALLSIMQ IAvBvNN_KS }
DO 103 I=I_NN
OY(I t-B( I}
165 C_NTINUE
-l-66--EONTINUE
RETURN
.......... END
SUBROUTINE PRINT [N,XqUT,YOtIT,DY,J)
...... DIMENSION YOUT( IOl,XOUT(200_tDY(50#FY410)tYSAVE(IO}
I ,F[10], AI(IO), TF(IO}
5 tFPllO)tGP(lO)
COMMON TUR _NOt EFt EN, NPART,C, JRUNGE,NGAM
..... ] , PO0, P01, TOO t TO I, A_ACH, _G,RG
2 _A_ASSI, A_ASSO, T
3 tSOOt CMASt C_OM, CENR
4 *SOy BPt CMt VISCI
----- CCMMON-ZA_--ZBt UJO,-DORIN
6 vMASRATtRZEROtAFACt CFDt HOt P_ _It AAZERO_ TFt FRy GP
.... 7-_SDLOSS_AS_
8 ,AUG1,U1,UCENT
REAL VASRAT
X=XOUTIJ}
----CALLSU_(X,R,DR,2,RZERO)
C CHECK FOR INITIAL PRINT
--_ _- - I_ IJ-l! 5,5,100 - -
5 WRITE (6,50}
C ....
C PRINT FOR _ll PARTS
--_00 UJ=YOUTI1)*UJO
PHZO = YOUTI4}*ROO*.Iq3
...... I---P00".193
UO=YDUT(I)*YOUT(2)*UJO
SUM= YOUTI1}*UJO ÷UO ..........
UR:SUM/UCENT
TOWALL=YOUT(61*TO0
TOKENT=TOWALL*YOUTISI÷TOWALL
101
AREA :RW_*2.
GO TO (29,30),NPART
--2q ....WRITEI6,55)X,AREA, PH20;UO,-SUM, UR ,Y'_UT|2I_YOUT(3) ,TOCENT,TOWALL, ...........
1YOUT(7) ,YOUT(B)
GO -TO 3 l
30 AUG2= 3.1416_(( YOUT(4| *pOD )/BP |+ (YOUT ( 11*'I`2" ) 'kAUG(
..... Iw_( (RtRZ ERO )..2. ) ...........................................
AUG=I AUG2/( AMASS I'U1 ) )
...... WRITE(6,56 )X,AREA, PH20, YOUT(6) . SUM, UR, AUGgYOUT ( 3 ; , TOCENT ,TOWAL L
31 CONT INUE ...........
.... I'F_3-100 | -40; 41T40
41 WRITE (&,60; UJ .....................
-'60 -- RETORN ---
50 FORMAT(/I/,4X,THX/RZERD, SX,4HAREA, 5X,4HPH20, SX,24HUOIFT/S_C) IJCE
.... |N'T| F:T/SEC } v 4X, 2HUR, 5X_ 6HL AMBDA, 6X , 7HDELTA/R, 2X, 34HTOCENT (DECR) TOW
2ALL( DEGR } THETAIRO, 4X,5HSHAPE)
--55-----FORMAT(3X,F?o3,4X,FO.3,4X,FO.2,SX'FT._-5_('FT'I ,4X,FT. 4,4X_,F?_3,SX ......
I,FT. 4.5X,FT.I,5Xt FT.1,5X,PT. 4,OX,F5.21
- 56 .....¢ORMAT( 3X,FT.),4X,Fb. 3,4X,FOo2,SX,F7.4,SX,FT. I t4XtFT.4,4Xt_7o3,SX
I, FTo4,SX, F 7, i, 5X, FT, I)
-60- -FORMAT (//52H {)ELTAIR = I .... DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS CHANGE, -
IISX,5HCL = ,FI0,5//1 .....
----END
SUBROUTINE CALXFG (J,X,F_,GG) _LI "r 1)
-- • _ COMMON TURBNO,C_,FN,NPART,C,JRUNC, E,N_M ...................... _LIT ___
It POOr P01 , TO0, TO1, AMACH, AG,RG ALI_" _}
.... 2--,AMASSI, AMASSO, T ...... _LIT /*)
:3 ,SO0+ CMAS, CMOM, CENR _LIT 51
---4-_0 t-- BP_ C_'_ -_¢1 SC 1
COMMON ZA, ZR, UJO, DORIN
.... 6 ,M_SRAT,RZER_,AFOC, CFO, HOt F, AI, _A7ERf_, TF, FP, ¢,P
7t SDLOSS, ASD
..... B ,AUGI,UI, UCENT ..........................
REAL MASRAT
" DIMENSION X(3Y,-_-F(3), OG(3t,_F(IO-) - ALIT -_)
I ,AN(IOI ,D(IO) ,02N(IO)" ,OlD(lOl ,D2D(IO) _LIT 7-_
----1-,A1 (10) • TF(10)
5 ,FP(10) ,C-P(10)
-----UR = XIlt ........... _LIT 3)
%LIT _'3
Y2 = X(2) ALIT 13)
DOR = X{31 _LIT It )
Zl =0,
----Z2 -'--0 PtLIT 13:
Z3 =0
-- _LIT I_-.}
..... Z4 =0 %LIT 15:.'
Z5 = 0 _LIT 15)
--ZO-=-O
• CTR =-.05
...... 510--=-'-1,/(I.-SOO'4'UR*IIgr'wYZeY2) .............. ALIT 270
_,L!T _:_]$20 = Y2"$10
.... OS20Y2 = SIO +$20'_$20x'?_- _SOC_'UR'_UR ............................ _L!T )._")
DS2OUR = S20*S20*Y2*SOO*UR*2. ALIT 3),
--_0 89-I=I-_ 10 _LIT 11;
CTR = CTR + ,1
..... FS =-TFI I t
GO TO (60,61,62) ,J
150 ----AN(l) -=-YZ +FII| ....................... _LIT "_)
_Ll'r 35)
O2N(I) = I.
_LIT 359
_L IT 3T,-J_GO-TO-63
61 A_N_(_II_:- (Y2 + F(II}*{Y2 + FIll!
102
.... D2N(II-'r-2o*(Y2 4" F(II) ....... _LIT 33',)
GO TO 63 &LIT 39.3
-62---AN(I)-= (Y2 + F(I}|wk(-1,,-4- T_FS| _LIT 4J)
D2N(1) = I, + T,_FS _LIT 41)
-63------_(I )=I,-_-f'WFS-SOO_UR, W'UR_"_(Y2÷F_(I-)-I*-fY2+F(I) | .......... _LIT 4__:)
Dlf)(ll = -2,*SO0_UR_'(Y2 + F(1)}_(Y2 + F(1)) _LIT 430
.... D2D(1)-= -2.'wSOO'_UR*U_*(Y2-_ F(1)) ............. _LIT 4_}
Zl = 7_I • O,2_'AN{IilD{I) _LIT
----- 1- *CTR ....................................................
72 = Z2 -O,2_A_(1)*DIDII)I(D(II*D(1)) _LIT
---1 --- _CTR ..............................
Z3 = Z3 • O,2*P.2H( I)IO(l)
.... | .... _CTR ......
Z4 = Z4 -O,2'_AN(1)_D2D(1)/{DIII*D{I))
.... I _- _'CTR
89 CCNT INUE %LIT 493
-C---_HREE-EQUAT-ICNS-AND-TH_IR_ERIVATIVES--WITH--RESD_CT TO UR, YZ,-DOR - _LIT- 5-J'_
RHO0 = POO/(P,C,_TOOI
PO0 LOS_--AT-INLET OR NOT .....................
._02 = PO0
--P02 = POO---9oI6*fAMASSO*32,212_,372)*W'2,_oO?21{32,2W<RHO0) ..............
23
AGG = AS/{AG-Io)
5-3 =-I-_- SO0*URW_UR_'Y2*Y2
Y4 = S3**AGC-*P02/_O0
--- DY4UR -= --Y4,_ AGG IS 3v 2, *SO!) w_UR'W v2 *Y2 ............
DY4Y2 = -Y4*AGC, IS)___,_S_.')*URWqIR_Y2
----GC TO (2_,24_241),J
-%G{ l }-_( OORW.f)ORW_( 7_i--520 _--+-520) .wy4-
1 ._fDDRtP.P.R*UR*IZ2-DS2OUR) ÷ UR*DS2OUR)*Y4
_LTT 5l)
-- ALlY -55,)
_LIT 570
_LIT 59J
-2÷( DOR*DOR*URW. ( _I- $20 }
C.GI2) =(OOR_DOR_UR_(Z)+/4-F)S2OY2I + UR'_DS2OY2)*Y_ _LIT 61)
..... 2÷(DOR*O(]R'_'.IR'_(/I-S20) + UR*S20)*DY4Y2 -- _LIT _?}
GG(31 = 2,*rCR_UR'_(Z1-;S20) w,Y4 _LIT &_)
-----DIV{)N---I, /CMAS
GO TO 88 ALIT 6_+ :)
-24 .... FF(JI =(DORiDqR*UR*UR*(tt-S2OW'Y2)
1 -_ UR*UR_'Y_.*S20)_Y4 + (Y4-1, }*,,5/(AGG*SOO}*AFAC
--- GG(II =(1)OR*_f)R*2_UR*(I_I-S20*Y2!
] + DOR*DORSUR_,UR*{Z2-DS2OUR*Y2)
--2-- +-- 2o _,UR-W S 20'WY2-+-_R*URW'OS_OUR-_Y-Z _ t.kY4
3 ÷ DY_UR_',51(AC,,G_SOOI_'AFAC
----4--+ (DORW'DOR*UR_UR_'( ZI-S20*Y2} _+ HR*UR'_Y2*S20|_DY4UR ..............
GG(?_) :( DOR*DOR*UR_UR*( Z3+Z4-DS2OY2*Y2 -$20} ALIT
----1 + UR_UR*(Y2*DS2(_v2 +S20|)'wY4
3 ÷ DY4Y2_,51(AGG_OO)_AFAC
a@ ÷ (DOR*DORW'UR*UP.e{Z1-S20*Y2) + UR*LIR*Y2*S2OIW'DY4Y2
GG{3I = 2,*P.OR_UR*UR*(?I -S20*Y2}*Y4
...... OIVDN = lolCMOM ....
+ URw'S_OI'WPY4LJR ............................ _LIT "_J-}
GO TO B8
-241----DVI = I, - SO0*UR*UR*Y2*Y2 .... _LIT ?_0
WV = SO0_,TOCITOI _L[T 77j
----DV2-- I, -WV*UR*UR_'(I, ÷-Y2)_(I,_÷--Y2) &LIT 73_
F)V2 = I,IDV2 _LIT 7_..}
..... FF(J) : DVI,tDV2 ........................ _LIT _3.3
GC,(L) =-DV2,wSOOW.2.*UR*Y2*Y2 ALIT 310
-- ! +DVI*DV2_'DV2*WV'_2,_UR*(I,÷Y2)_'II,÷Y2) -- ..... _LIT _?.)
GG(2) :-DV2*SOO*LJR*UP*2,*Y2 _LIT @30
----I --_DV I'_OV 2" OV2* WV_ UR *UR* 2,* ( _, ÷Y2_ ..... ALIT _¢,3
GG(3) = O, _LIT 9_.._
103
.... PCf]NST= (POIIPO2I**((AG-I. lIAr) .....
DIVDN = 1, IPCONST
88 ..... CONTINUE ............
GO TO (25,26,27)t J
_--FF(I.)-=FF{1 I -'CMAS
GO TO 28
26 ..... FF(Z) = FF(2! --CHCH
GO TO Z5
27 -- CCNTINUE "
FF(3) = FF(3)-PCONST
2 8_(_NT I NU E
C TO Nr)R_ALIZE THE FUNCTIONS CF( I AkD
FF(J) = FF(J)*DIV_N-
O0 111 I=1,3
----GG(II = GG{I)*DIVDN
111 CONTI NUF.
+
................... _LIT g&)
_LIT BT)
........ _L IT g_:3
........ _L IT g )_
_LIT gt )
_L IT ')_.C,
............. AL !r qS')
DERIVATIVES GG( )ITS
C CAtCULAT_ON-OF I_ITI At_V AL_JF -rJI+-PjEI_I'A ! -_t--_ APPROX I MATF)
DORIN = SQRT ((CHOM ÷ 0.5*Y2*Y2-Y2*S20)I(Z1-S20*YZ))
-- RETURN ..............................
END
SUBROUTINE SUB( XX,R,DR, J+RZERO) .................
DIMENSION A(50), X(50), O{50), DOt50} _LITI)5')
...... G()--(O- ( 2+2+ 1 |+-J- --_L IT I')" ;
I I=O _LITI)_,}
C----READ X AND DIAM . - .................... ALITI09)
C XX=XIRZ ERO ,R=RIRZERD -_L IT1 [ 3 r"
WRITE{6,5) ..................................................... "
5 FORMAT( 15X, 12HPnO+ IL E DATA,II,IOX,SHXIFTI,gX,THDIAIFT),II
--lI--I=I+l ............ 4Ll'rltl +)
C
-C----FIND R AND DR
C
--2 .... IF-lXX-Xll )) 20,23,22
20 I=I-t
----IP- ( XX- X { I-1 |--20,_2+3,-23
23 I B= I
+IA=I*I
GO TO 24
-22---- I=I+!
IF (XX-X(1)) 25,23,22
25 IA=I
IB=I-1
-24----- OR=( A( I A)-A(IB) }/( X{ IA)-XI IB)) ...........................
R=A(IBI+{XX-X(IB)}_DR
--- RETURN ""
END
_LITtI?)
ALITII49
_L!T115)
_LITIt7 +)
_LITtt+O
ALITI2) _)
ALITI21)
ALITI2_O
_LITI21]
ALITI_O
_LITI259
_ITI25+)
_LIT127_
ALIT129)
_LITt_39
4LITIDI3
&LITI_)
_LITI)_O
_LIT134)
_LITI_53
_LITI_5)
_LITII/3
_UflROUTINE RtINC_-I_t_--X_ _f_(-TOL;_MIN, H, XOUT, MARK) ................ ._LIT _J_)
FIRST C.RDER DIFF. F_. P,(_UTINE--ADJUSIS STEP 51ZE ALIT 310
104
.... DIMENSION Y(IO)_YMTN{IOI,TOL(IOI,SU_ftOI,XI3UTIIOO),MARK|5|
DIMENSION DY(501, YA(50), FA|501, FB(50), FC(50)t YKEEP(50)
KBTWN = I
KSIG = 1
_KkOI, t ---_1
NCOUNT = 1
......... J = MAnK{I)
MAX = MARK{2)
Z30 ....DC 250 ! =--I,-N .....
?.50 SUB[I) = TOL(.[)/32oO
IO------IF-I '_AX--=- -J1--20_- 30,--30
20 RETURN
30-- AT-XOUT(J| _--X--
B = ABS (2.F-6W'X!
-----IF (A-.-B)" 40,--35,-35
35 IF {A- B) 50, 50, 60
_O -- ---JTJ -÷_I
GO TO I0
---50-- CONT INUE
CALL PRINT (N, XOUT, Y_ DY, J)
3_=-J + 1
GO TO I0
-6_---lF-(_.--- t ,-5W,H ) ----?0,---70,_0
7G H = A
GO -TO-- |000
80 IF (A- 3.*H) 90, 1000, I000
_qO .... HI- _5*A
C
-C 00 -RU NG E-K_,3T-T E-MER SON--INT__ CR-AT TON
C
-10(_ -- XA _= - X -+ HI3,_
XB = X + ,5_H
CALL DIFFEO (N, X, ..... f)YI
X = X + H
----"00 -1030--- t--_= -t,--N
YKEFW(I) = Y(I)
FA(t) = H*DY(I-)
1030 YA(1) = Y(1) + FA|I}I3.
...... CALL-DIFFE9 (_, XA,-YA,-DY-)
DO 1040 I = I, N
-1040--'-YAI [4------Y( I ) _F--F-_ I-I-)16o -+-H*DY[--_) 16_
CALL DIFFEO (N, XA, YA, K)Y)
0C 1050-- I -= -1, -N
FB{II = H,wDY(I)
105(}- -YA(II- = Y( I)-¢- .125'WFA(I I-_---_375W_FB(])
CALL DIFFEO (N,XR, YA, DY)
----0C_-106,0---- I.... 1 •-N
'_LTT 3?)
ALIT 33)
...... ALIT 343
&LIT 35)
&L-I I"--35 "3
&LIT 3713
........................... &LIT 3q:)
&LIT 390
........ _LIT 4.:)I
&LIT 410
_L TT 4_-)
&LIT 43'3
.................. &LIT 44")
&LIT 45,3
......................... &LIT 453
4L IT 470
_,t-I_r-% 9O
&LIT 4qO
....... _LIT 5,)0
ALIT 51.)
.............. _tTT 57,}
&LIT 5],.)
_ L- I r--5 _,-3
&LIT 550
e_L IT 55")
ALlr 570
................ At-IT 5¢_0
&LIT 5::)3
" _LIT- _,J-)
ALTT :,I)
....................... _.LTT _-)
_LIT 633
........ _LIT _4-)
ALl T 65 )
_t.l 'r--6 5,)
_LIT 570
............... ALIT _)30
FC[I) = H_'OY(II &LIT 7"))
-IG60--YA(I)- ---Y(II + .5x=FAfT) ---I.5*FB(]) ÷-2.*FCII) .............................ALIT- _)3
CALL DIFFEO {N,X, YA, DY} _LIT _13
00 I130 -I .... I, N - --................... ALIT g20
Y(1) = YII) + FA(1)/&. + .666666667.FC(I) + H_DY(I|I6. &LIT 930
-1£-61--U-= Y(T) -&L-IT _14.)
IF (ABS (U) - YMIN(TI) 1130, 1130, I090 &LIT _50
-IO9G KLOW = 2
.............._L-IT _5}
E = .2w, ABS {U - YA(I) ) _LIT _7J
..... tF ( E-- ARS (TOLITIw, U) )-- 1110,-11-10, II00 ............................... &LIT _0
llO0 KBIG = 2
GC TO 1130 &LIT _93
&LIT qg.)
lilt) IF ( F- ABS {SUB(1)*U) ) 1130, 1120, 1120 &LIT 91'3
&LIT 6_0
&LIT "_) 3
&LIT 710
•at i T-7 __-J
&LIT ?3)
&LIT 7"_-)
_LIT 75)
ALIT 75,)
&LIT 77.3
AL-T _r--7_.)
105
1120 KBTWN = 2 ......................................
1130 CCNTINUE ................ '
........ GO TO (I00, I135), KLOW
1135 C,C TO (I180, I140), KBIG ...........
1140 NCOUNT = NCOUNT- I
IF (NCOUNT)1150, II50, 1170
•1150 PRINT 1160, X, H ......................
PRINT 1165, (I, Y(II, OY{I), _ = I, N)
.... RETURN ............
1160 FORMAT (5BH4STEP SIZE HALVED 15 TIMES CCNSECUTIVELY SINCE LAST PPI
...... INT _t'2_'t p_{DGRAW T_RMIHATED AT .... X =--, E16_8, 8H, H = , EI6:_ R,
21/3H I , I]X, 4HY(I), 15X, 5HDY{ I),ll)
1165 FORMAT ( 13,7X, EI6.8,4X, El6oq) ....................
1170 KBIG = I
......... IF" |H - B) 1176, 1172, 1172 ..................
I172 X = X - H
-_H = _5*H-
DO 1174 I = I, N
1174 Y(II = YKEEP|I) ........................
KBTWN = 1
.... KLOW = I ...................................................
GO .TO 1000
-1174- M = 15 - NCCUNT
PRINT 1178, M, X, H
..... PRINT 1165, (I, YII), OY(1), I = I, N) ....
I178
I18C
llgO
_LIT 913
_LIT 94}
_LIT _5)
ALI T 95=)
ALIT ')7)
_LTT 9_)
ALITI)}O
_LITI }I )
_LITI)__)
_LITI)3J
_LITI 14,1
_LITI)5}
_t ITI ]%.)
ALITI37,)
............... AtlTl;)30
ALITI )'))
_LITII) _)
_LITIII_)
ALITII2)
_LITII3)
....ALITII_)
ALITII5)
_LITI161
RETURN ,_t IT117.)
FORMAT (41H4STEP SIZE BECAME T0(I SMALL FOR COMPUTER./2r:H IT HAS RE_LITIIq,]
IEN HALVED , 12, 21H TI_ES CONSECUTIVELY. /29H PROGRAM TERMINATED AT_LITIIgJ
-2- X_=----,--EI6, B, BH_ " H ---_ E16.1_/Y3H I, 13X, 4HY|.I), 16X, ALTTI2)'J
_LITI21 )
35HDY(11,I/. ) . ....... _LITI2__: )
NCOUNT = 15 ............... _LIT1233
GO TO {llgO, 1200), KBTWN ......... _LITI?.40
H = 2.*H .................................... _LIT1253
12OC KBTWN = 1 _LTTI25")
..... -"KLOW_ I ALITI27]
C ALITI_O
C ......... CHECK FOR INTERMEDIATE PRINT OtJT
ALITI2_3
C _LITI_Jg
-I00 XOUT ( 501=X _LTT131)
JK=O
t_---- C ALL--PR INT (H, XOt)T, Y,DY, JK) .......... _L I T 13 _'_I
IF (JK) 10,10,20 _LI11331
130 FORMAT (SH X : , F16.B, 4X, 4HH :, EI6. R, fiX, IHI, I_X, 4HY(I), _LIT[3_}
116X, 5HDY(I)/) _LITI351
140 FORMAT 155X, I3, ?X, 2(EI6.B, 4X)) ............... _LITL35:)
C
C
C
C
C
C-
C
C-
C
C
END _L IT 1370
.... SUBROUTINE _IMO(A,B,N,KSI ........ = _LITI950
%L111_7 )
DIMENSION A{I),B(ll
.................. _L_13_)
• ,,o o,,•°,° %LITI_.}
SUBROUTINE SIMQ %LIT1410
- %LItl4?_)
PURPOSE AL I114_!)
• OBTAIN SOLUTION OF A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS, ALITI4_O
ALITI¢5 _)
AX=B ............. ALTT145_}
USAGE ALITI471
CA_ IMQ( A tB, NW_K_ ! _L I T 14,90
106
.......... DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS ..........................
C A - MATRIX OF CDEF=ICIENTS STORED COLUMNWISE. THFSE ARE
C-- -- DESTrOYED-IN THE COMPUTATION,---THE :SIZE OF MATRIX A IS
C N _Y N,
C B - VECTOR OF ORIGINAL CONSIANTS (LENGTH NI. THESE ARE
C REPLACEDBY FINAL SOLUTION VALUES, VECTOR x.
C ........... N---NUMRER OF EQUATIONS AND VARIABLES. N MUST RE .GT. ONF.
C KS - OUTPUT DIGIT
C ......... _ FOR A NORMAL SOLUTION ...........................
C 1 FOR A SINGULAR SET OF EQUATIGNS
ALITtSO)
_LIT151)
_LITIS_)
_LITlS3J
_LIT15_)
ALIT1553
_LITIS$)
ALITIST,J
ALIT15_)
ALITISIO
C .............:- _Lrrts))
C REMARKS _LITISIO
C ............. MATRIX A MUST RE GF_NFRAL, ................. ALITI6?:)
C IF MATRIX IS SINC, ULAR , SOLUTION VALUES ARE MEANINGLESS° ALITI&I)
C --AN ALTERNATIVE S3LUTION MAYB_ O_TAINED BY USING MATRIX 5LITre&]
C INVERSION (MINV) A_D MATRIX PRODUCT (GMPRD). ALIT163)
C At tT tSS )
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPRCC-RAMS REOUIRED _LIT[67. _,
C ......... NONE ...................................
_L ITIS_J
C ALITIS_
C-....... M _ T f_'JD -- .
...... 5LIT[?]3
C METHC)D OF SOLUTION IS BY ELIHINATION USING LARGEST PIVOTAl %LIr[_I3
C --------OIVISOP_--EACH STACE_F EL=IMINATIOH CONSISTS OF INTERCHANSINC, ALIrlT}O
C ROWS WHEN NECESSARY TO AVOID DIVISION RY ZERO CR SMALL _LIT173.)
C _LEMEI_TS, ALI T I.74.'3
C THE FCRWARD SOLUTION TO _BT_IN VARIABLE N IS DCNE IN ALITtTS)
C......... N STAGES. THE RACK SOLUTION F')R THE OTHER VARIABLES IS 5LITI7_O
C CALCULATED BY SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTIONS. FIKAL SOLUTION %LITI770
C_ ..... _VALUES-ARE_)EV_L_PE,_IN VFCTqR-_w WITH VARIABLE I IN BIll, -_LITIT_:.
C VARIABLE 2 IN B(2),,...,..., VARIABLE N Ik _(N). _LIr17_,)
C ............... IF NO PIVOT CAN BE FOUND EXCEEDINr, A TrY_FRaNCE O_ 0o0, _LITIg))
C THE MATRIX IS CONSIDEREr) SIEGULAR AND KS IS SET !'0 1. THIS _LTTI_IO
C ......... TC)LERAHCE CAN-._E M3DIFIED BY REPLACING THE PIRST STATEMENT.._LIrI_? 0
C _.L ITI_3 )
C
,, o-*oo* • oe • • • • ° ee ® e .,,oo o o o= o .ee oo 0=_e_.-6=_%-_-6-_ o .o= o eoo=. o®o o = 0_ %L IT[ _$ 0
C _LITI_5._
C ...........
..... _LIT[_90
C FORWARD SOLUTION _LITt_)O
C ..... A L 1 t" I<_]_
TOt=O,0 _tITlr)l )
------K S=O ................ _kL iris? 0
JJ=-N tLITI93C
......... DO 65 J:t_N --
..... ALITlg_)
JY=J +1 _L IT 1_5 )
-- JJ=JJ+N+I ...... _kL Ir 19_,.)
BIGA=O _llr197)
DO 30 I=JtN 4LITI_
C ...... _.....................
........ ALIT?)))
C SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN COLUMN _llr?ll)
C ....... _.............. _L IT ?)_'o
IJ=IT+I _L IT?)3,:,
........ IF(ABS(@IGA)-ARS(A(-IJ)-) ) 20,30,--30 ............. _LIT_.)4o
_0 RIGA=A{ IJ) _LIT?05)
........ IMAX=I ......... r .............. _LIr?)5_
_0 CONTINUE _LIT_)7)
C .................. _LIT_.)_ 0
C TEST FOR PIVOT LESS TWAN TOLERANCE (SINGULAR MATRIX) ALIT?)_O
£ ............... kL Ir _.l.}_.,
IF(ABS(BIGA'|-TOL) 35,35,60 ALIT21 I)
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-- _5- KS,ol
RETURN
C
C INTERCHANGE ROWS IF NECESSARY
40 II=J+N*IJ-2)
---IT=IMAX-J
O0 50 K=J, N
-_-! I" I t +N
I2=II÷IT
SAVE=A( Ill
AIIII=AII2)
....... A{ 12)=SAVE
.......................... AL IT ?). _/,
...................................4L IT_.I'+ )
IkL IT?I'_)
................ &LIT?kS)
_LIT217 )
.................... ALIT_I_J
_LIT?I))
................. _LIT_)')
, ALIT221 J
AL IT2___}
.......... - ..... ALIT2__4)
ALIT2__S:]
C
C .......... DIVIDE FC)UATION BY LEADING COEFFICIENT ............................ _.LIT_26:*
A L IT 2_'r")
C
-- -_0 Atll t-At 111 IB It_-A
SAVE=B(IMAXI
..... B(IMAXI:B(JI
B(J)=SAVEIBICA
C
C ELIMINATE NEXT VARIABLE
C
IFIJ-NI 55,T0,55
--- 55 IQS:N*IJ-11
00 65 IX:JY,N
---IXJ:IQS÷IX .......
IT=J-IX
.... DO-6_JX=JY_N
IXJX=N*(JX-I)+IX
..... JJX=IXJX+IT ....................
60 A{IXJXI=A(IXJX)-(A(IXJI_A(JJX}I
--- 65 B(IXI=B(IX)-IB(J)*AIIXJII ---
C
C BACK -SOLUTION
C
--- TO NY=N-] .....
IT=N*N
DE 80 J=I,NY
IA=IT-J
-----IB=N-.J
IC=N
.... DO 80 K:I,J --
BII,_I=B(IBI-A{ IAI*B{ICI
-- IA--IA-N .......................................................
BO IC= IC-1
----RETURN-
END
...... SUBROUTINE VBO4A (M,N,F,XtE,A_ESC_LE, IPRINT,MAXKFG,IA,WI
DIMENSION A(3,101, W(I01, F(31, E(3), X(31
..... IC=O ................................................
IKFG=O
---IP=tPRTNT
IPSET:-IPRINT*IIPRINT-I)
....... NN:N+N ....
NP=N+I
..... NNp=N+NP ..............................................
ICON=I
----IF_=I
IS=2
4LIT2_))
ALIT_31)
_LIT237)
_LIT233_
............. &LIT_3k)
ALIT?35)
_LIT?35_
ALIT_3T)
&LIT?_g)
&LIT239)
......... ALIT_4)J
&LIT_41)
_LIT_4?)
_LIT_4_)
_L IT744')
_LIT24} )
........ _LIT?451
ALIT_31
ALIT?k_)
_LIT?5) }
AL IV251 )
......... IL ITS5?)
ALIT253)
ALIT?Sk)
&LIT355)
_LIT_5_)
4LIT!57)
........... _LIT?SgO
4LIT?OIl
ALIT21))
_LIV211)
4LIT21?)
_LIT?I_)
&LITtle)
^LITtle.)
ALIT_I6)
ALIT21L)
ALIT2130
ALIT?I_)
_LIT22),)
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- | KK=N
00 3 [=t,N
....... KK=KK÷I
DO 2 J=l,I
---2 A(I,JI=O.
+
3 W(KK}=O.
.... FF=O.
IKFG=IKFG+I
- 00 4 K=I,M ......... _ ..............................
CALL CALXFG (K_XtFvW)
---KR=N
_LIV_?10
_LTTZ2Z ,)
_LIT2_33
ALIT_.)
&LlrZ_50
_LIT22&)
ALIT2_90
ALIr22gO
ALIT_3)3
ALIT_313
DO 5 I=I,N
--- KK=KK÷!
DO 6 J=ItI
---6 A(I,JI=A(I,J)÷W(II*W(JY
5 WIKKI=N(KK)-W(1)_F(K)
4 FF=FF÷F(K)_F{K)
GO TO (?,8)iTS
_DC 45 I=2,N
IK = [ - I
---- _C 45 J=I,N
_5 A(IK,J) = A(J, TK)
---CALL-SPNISTtA_,N,IK)
KK=NP
----00_ I:I,N ..........
W(II=W(KK)
_-KK:KK÷I
EM=O.
---_(3--tO---I=1,_t
ALIT3]_O
...... ALIT_113
ALTT_34J
_LIT2350
ALIT_35)
%Lira370
ALIT2313
ALIT_3_'%
......... ALIT241_
_LIT?k?)
_LTT2430
_LITZ4_)
- + ALIT245'}
ALIT_G51
- _LIT_7,)
ALIT?4_O
_tITZ4_}
_LIT?5)O
_LITZSI)
ALIT25_O
- _LIT253)
_LIT_54')
.................. ALIT255_
_LI_255_
- ALIT?570
_LIT25_ )
....... ALI_5_)
ALIT_)D
.... _tIT_St:}
_LIT25_O
- ALIT?63)
ALIT_5_)
- _LIT_550
_LIT255)
....... ILITtSTO
_LIT_
- ALIT_5)O
_LIT2_13
W(KK}=O.
...... 00 11 J=I,N
I_ W(KK)=W(KK)+A(I,J|eW(J)
+ EP = MAX]IEM,ABS(W(KK)/E(1)))
|0 KK=KK÷I
..... IF_EM-ESCAtE)--12,]2,13-
13 EM=ESCALE/EM
-- KK=NN_
00 14 I=I,N
----W(KK)=W(KK)_EM
14 KK=KK+I
----GO _0 15
12 IF |EM-I.) 16,16,15
- 16 GO TO 127,tPI,|CON
27 ICON=2
-GO TO 17 -
18 IF (TPRINT) 19_19,20
--19-RPTURH
20 WRITEI6,2] )
---_! FORMAT (IISX,IBHV_O4A FINAL VALUES)
IFS=2
.......... /XLTT271 )
- CO TO 22 - -
15 ICON=I ,_L IT __7Z'.I
_7 +I F-X+) KFP,-M AXKFG )- 28,27t29 ........... _tIT _.73_)
29 WRITE(6,3011KFG _LIT_74C)
.... _LIT275J
-_0 FORMAT-(I/SX,SHVBO4A,15,t'PHM CALLS OF £ALXFG)
Gt3 TO 18 _LIr__75)
--,_8 IP=IP÷IPRINT .............................. ALIT_77)
IF (IP) 23,23,22 _LIT273}
--_2-WRITEI6, 26) IC, IKFG--- - +- ALIT_7-)_)
26 FORMAT (//SX_+HITERATION, 14,IIG,IIHM CALLS OF CALXFG) _LIT2]J3
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--'_ (6,24 I (X( I|, T--[,N) ---
24 FORMAT I15×,qHVARTA!31.-_S/tI5E24,,14))
.......WRITE(6,25 ) (FIT 1, T--ItH!
25 FORMAT (15X,gHFUNCTIONSI_ (5E24, 14) }
---- GO TO-(Gflt-19!_-IFS
?R IP=IPSET
---_3 TC=IC÷!
ITEST=3
----FFX=FF
XP=O,
--X C_'O,
5LTT2_.J
_LIT2_)
ALIT_._40
_LTT3B5.}
ALIT235)
- ALIT_B7 0
8kTV3_.)
AL IT_90
_L T T_.gJ.}
I S=I
- 17 --GG'O •
KK=NNP
--- DF 31 I-NP,_N
GG=GG-W(I)_W(KK)
--__t_K-KK÷t
At IT _.g_.O
.... ALIT_'_5O
AE I T_ZLC_70
GG=GGeGG
---CALL VDO2A (ITEST,XC,FF,G_,6,0.-,O.-3,1.1
GO TO |32,33,33,33,33)tITEST
-32 XP=XC-XP--
KK=NNP
DO 34 I'I,N
X(I}=X{I}*XP*W(KK}
-3_ KK=KK÷I
XP=XC
--- GC TO 1
3_ IF (FF-FFX| 3gt40,40
--_9-IFt_BS{EM*XCl------1,)36_36_37
37 ICON=I
--_6 IF (XP-XC} 35i8,35
75 IS=Z
-- GO TO 32
40 WRITE(6,41}
--41 I_O.RMAT "( II_X,-33hVBO4A-ACCURACY-CANN,3T _E--ACHIFVEO| .................... AI. IT315 ]
_LIT315)
- ALTT_I_9
(ITEST,X,F,G,MAXFUN, ABSACC,RELACC,XSTEP} ALTT31_.]
- &LIT319;)
ALIT3_O)
..... _LIT32LO
ALIT3270
- - ALIT3230
ALIT3_40
.... ALIT3_
ALTT3263
_tIT3_79
GO TO IB
--END ...........
SUBROUTINE VDO2A
--ABSF{XYZI=ABS(XYZ!
SIGNF(ABC,XY/}=SIGN(ABC,XYZ)
--SQRTP|XYZ)=SQRT(XYI|
GO TO (I,2,2),ITEST
-- 2 IS=ITEST ..........................
ITEST=I
.... IINC=I-
XINC=XSTEP
--MC=I
GC TO (4,4,10),IS
---3 MC=MC÷I
IF (MC-MAXFUN} 4,4,5
5 ITEST=4 ............
11 F=FA
--X=XA
ALIT3_90
ALIT329:)
ALTT33.).)
ALIT3310
&LIT33?)
ALTr3_3")
G=GA
-- 4 RETURN
|0 1 S=2
- --MC=O
I IF fG) 6,7,_
ITEST=5
ALTT3340
ALIT_150
ALIT335)
_,L TT'_%79
AL Ir3330
AL IT3390
GO TO 4
-- 6 GO TO (B,9I,IS-
9 XA_X ___
_L I T 34:) )
ALTT_41,._
ALIT3423
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FA=F
GA=G
----I S= [
12 X=XA-SIGNF(XINC,GA)
--- XINC=XINC+XI_C ............................
GO TO 3
8 IF (P-FA) 13,13,14 .....................
13 DUM= FA
---- FA--F
F=DUM
- DUM=GA
GA=G
-- G=r)uM
DUM=XA
---_(A=X
ALIT3430
AL IT3:_4O
............ AL IT 3450
_LIT_._60
ALIT3470
ALIT]430
ALIT3490
ALIT _500
_LIT)-310
_LIT35ZO
&LIT3530
ALIF3540
ALIT3550
ALIT3560
ALIT3570
X=DUM
-I_ IF (GAW'(X-XAII 15,16,1b
]5 1 INC=2
X INC=X ...........
]6 Z=3. _( F A-F ) / ( X-XA | +G+St_
--- W_-/_wZ-.C,* GA
IF (W) 20,20,17
-17 W=S IGNF ( SQRTF (W), X-XA| ....
XP=X-(X-XA)*(G+W-Z)/(G-G_+W+W)
-- IF [(XP-XA|*GA) 18,19,20
18 GO TO (21,22],IINC
51 IF (ABSF(XP-XA)-AF)Srl XINC)} 23,23,12
22 IF (ABSF(XP-XA)-ABSF(XINC-XP|| 23,23,24
24 X--O. 5w'(X INC +XAI ....
IF ({X-XA)_'{XINC-X)) 25,25,3
25- ITEST=3-
G£ TO 11
"23--X --X P
IF (ARSF(XP-XA)-ABSI:(A[_SACC)I 19,19,26
26 IF (ABSFIXP-XA)-ARSF(XP_RELACC)) lg,1g,3
19 ITEST=2
--- GO TO 1 1
20 P,C TO (12,2_),IINC
SUBROUTINE SPNIST(U, I,J,K)
-- DIMENSION U(_,_),VI3,?}
IF{l - 3) 2,1,2
I = J +-K "
WRITE(&,4)
FCR_ATI-I_IHO-MODIFY-NRO4A - )
STOP
--II.V_,I) _(2,23"U(3,33 _--U(3,?..le_2
V(2,2} = U(I,I)*U(3,3) - U(3,11"'2
V(),l)-_ U(I,I)*U(2,23 --U(2,1)wk*2 ..........
V(2,13 -- U(3,1)'wU(I,2) - U(2, ].|_WU|),))
----V (I,) V-=-V ( 2, I)
V(3,1) = U(2,1)*U(3t2) - U(2,21'kU(3,1!
.... V { 1,3)--_ V(3,1)
V(3,2) : U(3,1I*U(2,1) - U(I,tI*U(3,2)
-- V(2,31 =- V(3,23
DET = UIt,I)*V[I,1] + U(2,1)(=V(2,!! + U(3,1)*V(3,II
_0 O- 5-1.-_=- I, 3
O0 5 M=I,3
----5 UfL,M) =-V(L,M)/DET
RETURN
----- E_D
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B. 4 Typical Sets of Input and Output Data
Input Data:
10
o9q 50, q 850. 9750° q650,, 9550, q4_o. 9350.92 =.O, 91 50.90FO
,3_ .Pl
,000_23 1,400000
M: 21.0
.500 _, 2_Pl
14,7 552,0 348,0
0,0 ,,4_5
1.63!5 ,3035
2.3815 ,3037
9. 7686 ._462
4. 2148 ,4463
5, 2981 ,5796
O. riO0000 O. 000000
I0
•99
,000160 ,223000
14 7, _" 1 1 2• _C,
1263',0 ,113 2.3"/5 1,40
lZ•7 348•0 1267.0 ,113 1,885
50•9850•9750• 9650,9550o9450,0350.9250,_150o 90'50
,,33 ,21
•000223 1,400000 °000160 ,223000
M= 17•0 -,02
,500 5, 2981 147°0 2 1 2500
552,0 1.40
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c_
,0
m,.
0-
c_
0
0
Q
c_
o
o
I
I 0 ,e
t3, f,"_ _,1
u', • •
0 J
0
) w_J
0
o
0
N
ii
J.
Iq | II _._ II II II I!
g
c _
4'
Z
II 1
_ Z
d
_ I[ II
£
_ g
N _
I
0
I
.J
£
N
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8C'-
c7-
I
_r
r- .4"
o_
-3"
A
i
r-
c"
7
o
I
i
Lr
I
r-
_r
I
: I
laS
i> -
or "
N
P
I
cI
|
E"
I
Ii
la
I
I
i
I
cC¢_cr-_ Dcc
• • • • • , •
i • • • • , , * o
• • ,., • _ • o
__ f,.
• • • • • p • ,
_ co. c c_
, • • • r • *
1 | 1 I I I I
_._. .....
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o000
,o ,I_ ,l)
_ _r_
_NN
¢_ u,. Ul
c'¢'_
C. C-' C
aO _lb O0
¢_ e4 r4
• • °
u"
I ! I
CCO
u_
o
,o
p.
u_
°
* ¢9
4" ,0
|
.J
_J 0_
,c
=<
u
m
=(
k- u')
.J
t&.
_d_
'4"
0
¢.
,C
¢
.m
r_
<;
N
r.J
e
0"
4=
o.
0
f*l
)-
=,
L-3_- c =L 0
, _
l=_ .
I
l_Ot
i/_ p.
tJ
• • • •
o i
I-
i
C.c¢c
ML C Cl
i
i
I
I '
I
I
o¢ o¢ _-
i
:g g _
1
_ k- r,,
;
i
I
g
ccr
"C
C_I;C
el_ o
I [t t
I
i
VI ,
5_..
'_
; 1
1
I
g
I/, ,c i?r_.
_r_
; C',
= •
i l
0 o o
I
1
I
"'''., a_=_
5")•:'57 :
' I
till I
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Static
Pressure
Tap No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
TABLE 2
PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS AND FINAL MIXING TUBE DIMENSIONS
Stagnation Dimensionless
Pressure Location
Traverse x/Ro
No. (R o = 2. 670")
4,5
Pressure Tap
Location
figure 4
x-inches
0.46
2.21
4.71
6.71
9.71
12.21
14.71
17.21
20.46
22.21
24.71
27.21
29.71
32.21
34.71
37.21
39.71
42.21
44.46
47.21
49.71
51.69
57.69
63.69
69.69
0. 172
0.828
i. 76
2.51
3.63
4.57
5_51
6.45
7.66
8.32
9.25
10.19
I1.13
12.06
13.0
13.94
14.87
15.81
16.65
17.68
18.62
19.36
21.60
23.85
26.09
|
X
0
19. 578
28.578
45. 224
50.578
63.57_..._8_8
Measured Mixing
Tube Dimensions
5.3
3.645110.7 I
5.355 116.9 I
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TABLE 3
STATIC PRESSURE VALUES MEASURED ALONG THE MIXING TUBE
Entrainment Ratio 17.0 19.4 21.0 23.6
Primary Flow Rate, 6.76 6.76 6.76 6.76
Ibm/rain
Secondary Flow Rate, 115.1 131.4 142.0 160.3
Ibm/rain
P
OO
Static Pres-
ure Tap No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
x/R ° station
0.172
0.828
1.76
2.51
3.63
4.57
5.51
6.45
7.66
8.32
9.25
10.19
11.13
12.06
13.0
13.94
14.87
15.81
16.65
17.68
18.62
19.36
21.60
23.85
26.09
all values in inches
- 7.66
- 8.25
- 8.85
- 9.15
-10.9
-12.1
-14.45
-17.7
-23.0
-22.7
-22.1
-21.8
-17.4
-10.05
1.4
3.5
5.0
5.7
6.0
6.6
9.0
10.3
11.1
i
-10.
-10.
-11.
-13.
-15.
-17.
-21.
-27.4
-36.6
-36.3
-36.3
-36.0
-3O. 1
-20.3
-13.55
- 8.85
-5.4
-2.7
-0.9
0.3
0.7
1.6
4.6
6.4
7.5
of water gage with respect to
3
6
8
0
0
7
5
-11.
-12.
-14.
-15.6
-18.6
-21.8
-26.8
-34.6
-46.4
-46.4
-46.4
-46.6
-39.6
-28.0
-20.1
-14.45
-10.3
-7.2
-5.0
-3.6
-3.0
-2.0
1.5
3.4
4.7
I
8 -15.6
4 -16.2
15 -18.9
-20.6
-25.1
-30.1
-37.8
-49.5
-67.5
-68.0
-68.8
-69.3
-62.2
-44.2
-33.9
-26.8
-21.2
-17.4
-14.6
-12.7
-11.4
-10.2
-5.9
-3.4
-1.7
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Figure 8 Measured Velocity Profiles in Mixing Tube
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Figure 9 Measured Temperature Profiles in Mixing Tube
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Figure 14 Comparison Of Analytical and Experimental Values of
Centerline Temperature and Velocity Along the Mixing Tube
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